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Vatican-Ktemlin pre-summit delay
raises concern for UCC legaliiation
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The post
ponement of a pre-summit trip by
Vatican representatives to Moscow has
cast doubt on whether the main issue
dividing the Kremlin and the Vatican the future of the banned Ukrainian
Catholic Church - will be resolved
before President Mikhail Gorbachev
goes to Rome this week, reported The
Washington Post on Tuesday, Novem
ber 21.
According to Catholic News Service,
Vatican officials confirmed the post
ponement on November 20, after the
Russian Orthodox Patriarchate of
Moscow announced that Metropolitan
Kiril of Smolensk had been appointed
the new official in charge of relations

Bush signs bills
including refugee,
famine measures

with other Churches. He succeeds
MetropoHtan Filaret of Minsk (not to
be confused with Metropolitan Filaret
Denysenko of Kiev, the ROC exarch of
Ukraine— as the main official respon
sible for dealing with the Catholic
Church. Metropolitan Filaret of Minsk
submitted his resignation as the chair
man of the Moscow Patriarchate's
Department of External Church Rela
tions when he became the exarch of
Byelorussia on November 13.
Vatican officials have said that the
delay for the meeting, which was origi
nally scheduled for November 19-26
and was expected to help prepare for the
Soviet president's Visit to the Vatican,
was needed in order to allow the new
Ortbodois; jlfi^al, МеігороИіад Kiril^
to become acquainted with his new
responsibilities.
However, a spokesman for the Or
thodox Patriarchate in Moscow told
Reuters that the "conference has been
postponed for technical reasons to a
later time." He would not say which side
requested the delay or when the talks
would occur, however, news stories
(Continued on page 2)
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Death camp victims laid to rest
Bodies of Stus, Lytvyn, Tykhy returned to Ukraine

The late Vasyl Stus, Yuriy Lytvyn and Oleksiy Tykhy.
LONDON - The bodies of the late
Vasyl Stus, Yuriy Lytvyn and Oleksiy
Tykhy, who all died while languishing
in the notorious special-regimen block
of Perm Labor Camp No. 36-1 between
1984^1985 were trah^ortedmtheiriinul
resting ground in Ukraine on November
18, reported the Ukrainian Press
Agency based here.
At 8:30 p.m. local time, an aircraft
carrying the bodies of the three
dissidents landed at Kiev airport. Some
1,000 people in black mourning attire,
many holding Ukrainian national flags,
reportedly attended a ceremony at the

WASHINGTON - President George
Bush on Tuesday, November 21, signed
the Foreign Aid Appropriations Act
which included the Refugee Status Act
providing for refugee status for mem
bers of the Ukrainian Catholic and the
Ukrainian Orthodox Churches. He also
signed the Commerce, Justice, State,
of External Affairs and the Ukrainian
by Andrij muchowecky
and Judiciary Appropriations Act
Canadian community.
which provides S 100,000 for the U.S.
Ukrainian Information Bureau
Following the official greetings from
Commission on the Ukraine Famine.
OTTAWA - A roundtable meeting the external affairs minister, Mr. Roy,
The signing of the bills came as the
Congress was approaching adjourn on the issue of Canada-Ukraine rela expressed the Canadian government's
ment for the year. Failure to enact the tions among representatives of the assessment of present-day relations
two bills into law would have required Ukrainian Canadian Committee (UCC) with the Ukrainian republic.
Touching briefly on all four major
starting over during the next session of and representatives of the Department
Congress which convenes in January. In of External Affairs and International topics of the policy forum, Mr. Roy
the case of the Famine Commission, it is Trade Canada took place on Friday, expressed the Canadian government's
unlikely that federal funding would November 10, in the conference room of sensitivity to the many sound argu
have been enacted before the scheduled the Lester B. Pearson Building in ments in favor of establishing a consu
late in Kiev. In the Canadian govern
expiration of the commission. The Ottawa.
This unprecedented meeting, or- ments view, a consulate in the Ukrai
refugee provisions affect fiscal year
1990, which began on October 1. Delay ! ganized by the Ukrainian Information nian capital would answer Canadians'
of enacting those provisions would have Bureau in Ottawa in conjunction with increasing needs in matters such as
adversely affected the refugee program. the Department of External Affairs, tourism and trade, and, subsequently,
focused on four major areas of concern would ''signal Canada's interest in and
comprising the UCC's national agenda concern for developments in Ukraine
Refugee Status Act
on Ukraine, including the establishment internationally."
The Ukrainian Cimadian Committee
On Sunday, the president had vetoed of a Canadian Consulate in Kiev, immi
the foreign aid bill, containing the gration and human rights issues, cul- as an umbrella council for some 750,000
Uural
exchanges
and
cooperation
in
Canadians
of Ukrainian descent, has
Refugee Act, stating that provisions in
been lobbying hard for Onada to esta
the act "interfere with my constitu industry and trade.
tional authority to conduct the foreign I The Canada-Ukraine foreign policy blish a Canadian presence in the Ukrai
relations of the United States" and I forum was opened by Jacques Roy, the nian capital. Though the UCC has
require the spending of U.S. funds to assistant deputy minister for Europe, advocated such a position for decades,
support abortion. Though the admi with greetings from Secretary of State it is only recently that the Canadian
nistration opposed the Refugee Status for External Affairs Joe Clark, In the government has sent our positive sig
Act, the veto message to the House of brief written statement read out by Mr. nals with respect to such a development.
Uovernment sources have indicated
Representatives did not include that Roy, the external affairs minister
congratulated the organizers of the that External Affairs Minister
provision as a cause of the veto.
The Congress threatened to with policy forum, stressing the hope that the Clark has received a favorable memo
hold aid for El Salvador in the re dialogue initiated at this November 10 randum on the justifications for a Kiev
worked bill which probably would have meeting will become part of a pattern of Consulate from the Department of
consultations between the Department External Mfairs, This favorable go
(Continued on page 4)

airport, addressed by Mykhailo Horyn,
head of the Secretariat of the Popular
Movement of Ukraine for Perebudova,
or Rukh, and a leading member of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Union.
^' Ukrainian Catholic and Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox priests cele
brated a religious service by the coffins,
which were draped with blue-andyellow flags, the UPA reported. The
coffins were then transferred to the St.
Mary the Protectress (Pokrova) Church
in Kiev.
The next morning, Sunday, Novem(Continued on page 4)

Ukraine agenda presented to Canadian government
vernment stance is further corroborated
by Canada's weekly newsmagazine,
Maclean's, which in its November 20
issue reported that it has "learned that
(Prime Minister) Mulroney may an
nounce the opening of a second lega
tion in the Soviet Union — in Kiev,"
In the realm of human rights and
religious freedoms, the assistant deputy
minister stated that despite the obvious
improvements in the human rights
situation in the USSR and Eastern
Europe since Mikhail Gorbachev came
to power, many disturbing trends
persist. He noted that harassment
continues as dissidents are still punished
by the authorities with imprisonment,
internal exile and incarcerations in
psychiatric hospitals. Mr. Roy also
raised the plight of the banned Ukrai
nian Catholic and Ukrainian Orthodox
Churches as a major concern for Cana
da.
"On these questions," Mr. Roy pro
mised, '4he government of Canada will
not relax its vigilance." He cited one
recent meeting between the secretary of
state for external affairs and Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevard
nadze, where Mr. Clark raised the two
specific cases of the poets Stepan
Sapeliak and the late Vasyl Stus, whose
works were confiscated from his widow
by Soviet authorities.
Mr. Roy also addressed his recent meet(Continued on page Щ
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bility of establishing love and mutual
understanding of Catholics in Ukraine
(Continued from page 1)
requires that the problem of the Uniate
from the Soviet Union speculated that be dealt with exclusively in the context
the Orthodox change is connected to of the ecumenical movement."
One reason the problem is so seemingdelicate Vatican-Soviet and CatholicOrthodox talks on legalizing the Ukrai- ly intractable. Metropolitan Kiril said,
is due to its complexity. "It is not just a
nian Catholic Church.
Vatican officials have said that Mr. problem of human rights and religious
gress of the Popular Movement of U- Gorbachev is willing to legalize the freedom, as many Ukrainians claim, but
kraine for Perebudova in Kiev in early Ukrainian Catholic Church if the Vati- it is a national, political, ecclesiastical
September. Reports on the miners'atti- can can reach an agreement with the and ecumenical complex."
"Perestroika declares that the printude to Rukh have been mixed. The re- Russian Orthodox Church, the largest
presentatives of the Voroshylovhrad and most influential religious body in ciples of freedom of conscience and the
strike committees soon resolved to with- the Soviet Union, reported Agostino realization of that right is open to all"—
draw from the movement, regarding itas Bono of the Catholic News Service. Uniates included, the Metropolitan
"the enemy and a menace to our struggle." And, they added, that neither the said. It is "important that they (the
While these miners agreed with Rukh in substitution of Metropolitan Kiril for Uniates) be legalized," he said, but to
theory, they were less than happy with Metropolitan Filaret nor the post- see their demands purely "on the level of
what they perceived as the extremist ponement of the meeting was tied to the human rights is a very primitive underand nationalist elements present who Ukrainian Catholic issue. Though ^itanding of the problem," in his view.
Vatican officials see the appointment of
were warmly applauded.
Moreover, he predicted that restoraPerhaps one of the problems is that of Metropolitan Kiril as good, they did not tion of the rights of the Uniates, if
fundamental differences between ea- interpret the change as signifying a undertaken outside the ecumenical
stern and western Ukraine. Russian- more flexible line toward the Catholic context, would only bring further
speaking miners, whose militancy had Church.
division between the two and would
inflamed the coal towns of the east,
The Orthodox change at the depart- soon lead to "warfare."
came face-to-face with a movement led ment of external Church relations came
"I'm deeply convinced that the Ukraiprimarily by writers and intellectuals, after an unscheduled early November nian Catholics enjoy sacramental comand those accused of extremism were, meeting in Moscow between Russian munion with the Orthodox in western
for the most part, western Ukrainians Orthodox Church officials and a Vati- Ukraine." As a manifestation of that
from the Ukrainian Helsinki Union.
can delegation led by Cardinal Jo- spiritual union, the Orthodox Church
The political activities of the miners hannes Willebrands, president of the there could do a lot to move forward
continued, however, and forced a Pontifical Church for Christian Unity towards the ideal of Christian unity, he
response from the authorities. One to discuss the Ukrainian Catholic suggested.
attempt to address the issue through Church. The meeting was held after
"It's all important that full and
traditional means was a plenum of the clashes in Ukraine between the Russian complete reconciliation is assured, that
central committee of the trade unions of Orthodox and Ukrainian Catholic brotherly relations are assured in their
coal industry workers in Moscow in as the Catholics sought legalization of essence," Metropolitan Kiril emphamid-September. For the first time, their Church and the return of their sized. "It's important that all Uniate
many of the fundamental problems church property from the Russian clergy become involved with the clergy
facing the miners, such as the large Orthodox.
of the ROC - then this group could
number of deaths resulting from mining
Metropolitan Kiril of Smolensk, 43, play a very important role in ecumenical
accidents,were addressed frankly. There was interviewed this summer in Mos- development. "I'm in favor of such
were said to have been 431 accidents in cow during a World Council of meetings and personal contacts," said
the first eight months of 1989.
Churches Central Committee meeting the ecumenist, who travels frequently
The RSSKD, however, went ahead in July by Patricia Lefevere a free- within the Soviet Union and throughwith its strike plans. Its members have lance correspondent who covered these out the world.
claimed that their organization and its events.
"We must overcome the alienation
goals have been badly misrepresented in
The ROC leader, who has been an and, in some cases, outright animosity
the Soviet press, particularly by news- ecumenical activist in the World Coun- - even hatred," he said. "We need
papers such as Robitnycha Hazeta. The cil of Churches for two decades and a encounters, we need informal and
latter has accused the union of wanting member of its executive committee formal meetings, we need to talk with
to take power, and, following the since 1975, outlined basic conditions each other as Christians."
publication of a very hostile report, it towards dialogue between the two
On the question of whether a visit by
initiated a discussion on this topic.
Churches. He stressed that the Ukrai- Pope John Paul II to the Soviet Union
The RSSKD informed journalists nian Catholics must first understand might encourage such a process, Methat the activities of the strike commit- that the ROC was not responsible for tropolitan Kiril said that he did not betees required proper elucidation, parti- their "repression" and did not "wel- lieve the time was right for such a trip,
cularly in light of the current need to come" the Stalinist tactics used to and if undertaken it might result in a
ensure a normal working rhythm in coal suppress their Church. "History knows further division of the two Churches.
enterprises. It pointed out that, in the many examples of bloodshed on both
"The end result of such a visit must be
interests of perebudova, Ukrainian and sides," he said.
our unity — our communion rather
Soviet journalists should continue to
Restoration of relations between the than a division. That's why I believe
conduct dialogues with members of the two Churches depends upon a sincere such a visit should occur at a moment in
RSSKD rather than dismiss their activi- quest for dialogue and a sincere attitude history when the majority of the proties as political adventurism.
on the part of both, and can only blems between the two Churches are
In Moscow, in late September, repre- happen within a large Roman Catholic- positively solved," Metropolitan Kiril
sentatives of the RSSKD were received Orthodox context, he said. "The possi- said this past July in Moscow.
in the Kremlin by L.O. Voronin, first
deputy chairman of the USSR Council
of Ministers, and a variety of problems
in the Soviet coal industry were disFOUNDED 1933
cussed at the subsequent meeting. Mr.
Voronin assured the miners that the
government had no intention of reAn English-language Ukrainian newspaper published by the Ukrainian National
neging on its side of the agreement
Association Inc., a non-profit association, at 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J.
reached on July 24 and that prepara07302.
tions to give economic autonomy to
mines of the major coal-producing
Second-class postage paid at Jersey City, N.J. 07302.
basins were well under way.
jlSSN - 0273-9348)
Following the retirement of UkraiYearly subscription rate: | 2 0 ; for UNA members - |10.
nian Party First Secretary Volodymyr
Also published by the UNA: Svoboda, a Ukrainian-language daily newspaper.
Shcherbytsky, Mikhail Gorbachev also
used some of his time in Kiev to try to
The Vtfeekly and Svoboda:
UNA:
appease the angry miners and avert the
(201) 434-0237, -0807, -3036
(201) 451-2200
strike called for October 1. The miners
demanded that the USSR Supreme
Postmaster, send address
Soviet address the issue of pensions
changes to:
Editor: Roma Hadzowycz
without delay. Mr. Gorbachev, in turn,
Associate Editors: Marta iCoioniayots
The Ukrainian Weekly
informed the Donbas miners that a
Chrystyna liapychalc
P.O. Box 346
strike was an extreme measure that
Jersey City, N.J. 07303
would bring ruin and anarchy to the
T h e Ukrainian Weeicly, November 2 6 . 1 9 8 9 . No. 4 8 . Vol. LVII
country's economy.
Copyright 1 9 8 9 by T h e Ul(rainian Weeldy
On September 30, on the eve of the
(Continued on page 15)

A GLIMPSE OF SOVIET REALITY

Vaticen-Kremlin...

Increased militancy appears
in the Donets coal basin
by Dr. David Marples
The political situation in the Donets
Coal Basin of the Ukrainian SSR has
become increasingly complex over the
past few weeks. Following the national
coal miners' strike of July, the Ukrainian strike committees have refused to
disband and have literally taken over
from the Communist Party as the main
political authority in several coal
mining centers.
Ostensibly established to ensure that
the government commission fulfill its
side of the bargain concluded between
the Soviet government and the striking
miners, the strike committees have
grown increasingly militant. Although
Ukrainian miners rejected the idea of
another strike at a vote on October 31,
the failure of the government to meet
several of their basic demands does not
augur well for future harmony in the
coalfields.
In addition, the Ukrainian party
authorities will presumably try to
reassert their authority in this heavily
industrialized part of the republic, and,
in the long term, a showdown with the
miners seems inevitable.
Following the end of the national coal
strike on July 24, the strike committees
formed in the Donets Basin refused to
disband. Instead, the representatives of
the strike committees and the production associations representing the citiies
of Donetske, Voroshylovhrad, and
Dnipropetrovske Oblast, and of Rostov
Oblast of the RSFSR, called a
meeting in the town of Horlivka
(Donetske Oblast) on August 17. By the
time the meeting was in session, it was
being termed "a conference." It included 50 miners' leaders and focused
principally on the fulfillment of "the
vital living demands" of the miners. An
original 38 basic demands soon mushroomed to 138. More important, the
meeting created a new organization,
known as the Regional Union of Strike
Committees of the Donbas (RSSKD).
The RSSKD soon formed a Coordinating Council, comprising 31 representatives from both the strike committees
of the coal associations and the strike
committees that had been formed in the
cities. It established a temporary statute
on August 19 and resolved that its
center and base of activities should be
Horlivka.
Within a week, the RSSKD had
begun to take action in the mining
towns of Shakhtarske and Makiyivka
and announced that it could not work
with the current party authorities in
these two cities. In Shakhtarske, the city
part:' committee was bundled out of its
offices - which were promptly renamed "July 18" after the first day of
the summer strike — and First Secretary V.D. Rozhin, who had been in
office only a few days, was forced to
make a humiliating retreat to a children's cultural center on the outskirts of
the city.
In essence, Shakhtarske, Makiyivka,
Horlivka, and a number of other towns
are now under the control of the
RSSKD.
Even in August, preparations were
being made for a second strike. A
month's notice was given, after which,
on September 20, 10 days of preparation were to be made for a strike to
commence on October 1.
In the meantime, the RSSKD sent
representatives to the foimding con-
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Vatican communique on meeting
witti Ulcrainian Catfjolic fiierarcfis
Following is the full text of the Oriental Churches, Archbishop Miofficial communique released on roslav Stefan Marusyn; and the
November 17 by the press office of secretary of the Pontifical Council
the Holy See regarding the meeting for Promoting Christian Unity,
between Pope John Paul II and the Rev. Pierre Duprey.
Cardinal Myroslav Ivan LubachiV' The purpose of this meeting was to
sky, archbishop major of Lviv and promote a common reflection on the
head of the Ukrainian Catholic evolution of the situation of Catho
Church; Archbishop Maxim НеГ' lics of the Oriental Rite livmg in the
maniuk, metropolitan for Ukrainian Soviet Union, especially in western
Catholics in Canada; Archbishop Ukraine. It is to be understood
Stephen Sulyk, metropolitan for within the framework of the contacts
Ukrainian Catholics in the United which have taken place between the
States; and Bishop Michael Hryn^ Holy See and the Patriarchate of
chyshyn, general secretary of the Moscow, and which are expected to
Synod of Ukrainian Catholic continue in the future. It is indeed
Bishops and apostolic exarch for important that the evolution current
Ukrainian Catholics in France, Bely under way develop in the spirit of
nelux and Switzerland.
the new relationship between the
On November 15, at the invitation Catholic Church and the Orthodox
of the holy father, a meeting was held Church which has come into being
in the offices of the Pontifical Coun since the Second Vatican Council. It
cil for Promoting Christian Unity is hoped that this new relationship
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Present were will contribute decisively to mutual
the major archbishop of Lviv of the and fraternal recognition and respect
Ukrainians, Cardinal Myroslav Ivan between the two sister Churches, the
Lubachivsky; the metropolitan of Orthodox and the Greek Catholics,
Winnipeg, Maxim Hermaniuk; the in the Ukraine. Whatever may have
metropolitan of Philadelphia, Ste been the difficulties and tensions of
phen Sulyk; and the exarch for the the past, a spirit of forgiveness and
Ukrainians of France, Bishop Mi reconciliation must reign which will
chael Hrynchyshyn; together with allow Christians to witness together
the president of this Pontifical Coun to their faith and to its requirements.
cil for Promoting Christian Unity,
The participants at this meeting
Cardinal Joannes Willebrands; the were received at lunch by the holy
substitute of the Secretariat of State, father on November 16, and were
Archbishop Edward Cassidy; the thus able to continue their conversa
secretary of the Congregation for the tion with him.

U.S. Catholic Conference expresses
solidarity wit!) Ukrainian Church
WASHINGTON - In a message of
prayer and solidarity with the Eastern
Catholic Church in Ukraine, the out
going president of the United States
Catholic Conference (USCC) expressed
the hope that alLreligious believers in
the Soviet Union will experience greater
religious freedom in law and practice.
The message was issued by Arch
bishop John L. May of St. Louis on the
final day, November 9, of the Baltimore
meeting in the USCC and Natiotial
Conference of Catholic Bishops.
Archbishop May also prayed for the
success of the pope's forthcoming
meeting with President Mikhail Gorba
chev, and encouraged Catholics in the
United States to pray and work for full
religious freedom for Eastern Catholics
in Ukraine and all believers in the Soviet
Union, especially on November 26, the
Feast of Christ the King.
Below is the full text of the presi
dential message issued by Archbishop
May.
''Since the U.S. Catholic Bishops
issued their statement on religious
liberty in Eastern Europe arfcd the Soviet
Union one year ago, a new sense of hope
has emerged among many religious
believers in the Soviet Union, due to the
process of reform begun under Presi

dent Mikhail Gorbachev. Ihis new
hope springs from some relaxation of
many of the strict controls on religion
that have been imposed by the govern
ment for many years. We share this
hope and pray that all religious be
lievers in the Soviet Union will ex
perience a rapid expansion and institutionalization of greater religious free
dom, both in law and practice.
"As we said a year ago, this requires
the legalization of the Eastern Catholic
Church in Ukraine and restoration of its
property. As our holy father said
recently in his address to Ukrainian
Catholic Bishops: 'Without the legali
zation of the Ukrainian community, the
process of democratization will never be
complete.' Moreover, legalization of
their Church would recognize the just
aspirations of Eastern Catholics in
Ukraine to live freely their faith and
thereby contribute more fully to the
common good.
"With these concerns in mind, we
pray for the success of our holy father's
historic meeting with President Mikhail
Xiorbachev in December, and encou
rage Catholics in the United States to
pray and work for full religious free
dom for Eastern Catholics in Ukraiiife
and all believers in the Soviet Union,
especially on November 26, the Feast of
Christ the King."

Appeal of UACCouncil
In accordance with a decision of the second national convention of the
Ukrainian American Coordinating Council, all community organizations are
asked to delegate their representatives to the founding meeting of an allcommunity committee for a campaign to raise funds to assist Ukraine.
The meeting will be held Sunday, December 10, in New York at the
headquarters of the Shevchenko Scientific Society, 63 Fourth Ave., at 1:30
p.m.
UACCouncil Executive
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CSCE meeting on environment
concludes in Bulgarian capital
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - An interna
tional meeting on protection of the
environment, held as part of the Con
ference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, ended in Sofia, Bulgaria, on
November 3, with the 35 states unable
to reach consensus on a final document
due to the intransigence of a lone
participant, Rumania.
The Sofia meeting, held in accor
dance with a decision made at the last
full-scale Helsinki Accords review
conference held in Vienna from Novem
ber 4, 1986, to January 17, 1989, was
aimed at strengthening cooperation and
intensifying efforts to protect and
improve the environment, and restoring
ecological balance in the air, water and
soil. More specifically, as spelled out in
the Vienna Concluding Document, the
meeting on protection of the environ
ment was "to elaborate recommenda
tions on principles and guidelines for
further measures and cooperation in
new and important areas of environ
mental protection."
The main areas of concern during the
three-week Sofia conference, accord
ing to the U.S. Helsinki Commission
were: the prevention, control and clean
up of industrial accidents with transboundary effects; management of ha
zardous wastes; and transboundary
water pollution.
The proposed final communique of
the Sofia meeting, originally presented
by four states, Austria, Finland, Swe
den and Switzerland, was co-sponsored
by all states participating in the Sofia
meeting, save for Rumania.
It reported that the Sofia meeting had
reviewed the work already done or
currently under way, as well as exa
mined possibilities for further measures
and cooperation, including improved
exchange of information, in the realm
of the environment.
It went on tc acknowledge "the
importance of the contributions of
persons and organizations dedicated to
the protection and improvement of the
environment," and to reiterate the
participating states' willingness to
promote greater public awareness and
understanding of environmental issues."
"The participating states reaffirm
their respect for the right of individuals,
groups and organizations concerned
with environmental issues to express
freely their views, to associate with
others, to peacefully assemble, as well
as to obtain, publish and distribute
information on these issues, without
legal and administrative impediments
inconsistent with the CSCE provisions.
These individuals, groups and organiza
tions have the right to participate in
public debates on environmental issues,
as well as to establish and maintain
direct and independent contacts at the
national and international levels."
The document recommended that the
United Nations Economic Commis
sion for Europe (ЕСЕ) "elaborate an
international convention, code of prac
tice or other appropriate legal instru
ments on the prevention and control of
the transboundary effects of industrial
accidents" and that it "elaborate a
framework convention on the protec
tion and use of transboundary water
courses and international lakes."
It also recommended "the ^ develop
ment of international exchanges of
information and the coordination of
efforts in order to achieve closer har
monization concerning the manage
ment of hazardous chemicals."
Finally the document called for
"implementation of the above recom
mendations as soon as possible, bearing

in mind that the results will be eva
luated by the next follow-up meeting of
the CSCE to be held in Helsinki in
1992."
U.S. delegation
It was the provisions onpublic partici
pation that Rumania refused to sup
port, thus withholding its approval of
the proposed final communique. The
head of the U.S. delegation to the
meeting, Richard Smith, a special
negotiator for environmental issues at
the State Department, stated in his
concluding remarks to the conference:
"The provisions to which Rumania
objected were fully in keeping with the
mandate for this meeting, represented
among the most critical steps that
should be taken to protect the environ
ment, and were acceptable to the 34
other participating CSCE states. Ru
mania's refusal to accept these provi
sions symbolizes the clear disregard of
the Rumanian government for the
human rights and fundamental free
doms it has pledged to respect. This
disregard, so clearly evident in Ruma
nian human rights performances, de
serves our strongest criticism."
The United States, he emphasized,
"believes that governments should
consider giving private individuals and
non-government organizations an even
greater role in the selection of environ
mental policies, programs and prac
tices... Each of us must consider the
concerns of the publics we are supposed
to serve, just as we have considered the
concerns of other governments here in
this meeting."
"Joshua Gilder, deputy assistant secre
tary of state for human rights and
humanitarian affairs, served as the
deputy chief of the U.S. delegation.
Among other members were represen
tatives of the Defense Department, the
Environmental Protection Agency, the
U,S. Information Agency and :he
Helsinki Commission, as well as several
public members, including an officer of
the Sierra Club, a representative of
Freedom House and a lawyer specia
lizing in the environment.
Access for NGOs
Orest Deychakiwsky, a staffer at the
Helsinki Commission who was on the
delegation, told The Ukrainian Weekly
that "The fact that Bulgarian (the host
country) facilitated access for non
governmental organizations including
Bulgarian human rights activists, to the
meetmg sets an important precedent for
the 1991 Moscow meeting on human
rights." A major concern expressed
about that CSCE meeting was about
whether Soviet authorities would gua
rantee access to the meeting to NGOs
and human rights activists.
A leading member of an unofficial
environmental organization, Eco-Glasnost, was even made a member of the
official Bulgarian delegation to the
Sofia meeting. "Now we can say, even
the Bulgarians let people in, how can the
Soviets deny access?" Mr. Deychakiw
sky noted.
He also spoke of how the Bulgarian
human rights movement "literally
blossomed right before oureyes"during
the three-week CSCE meeting in Sofia.
Reuters reported that dissident acti
vity in the Bulgarian capital flourished
during the meeting, with activists using
internationa! interest in the conference
to publicize their grievances. EcoGlasnost and other groups, among
them the Club for the Support of
Perestroika and Glasnost, held several
(Continued on page 11)
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Toys for ^ д ^ ^ ^,^^^^^^^
W A S H I N G T O N - The month of
December will be dedicated to the
"Toys for Children of Chornobyl"
campaign initiated by Ridna Shkola
(School of Ukrainian Studies) of
Washington and approved and sup
ported by the Educational Council of
America.
The "child to child" program will
focus on collecting both toys and
m o n e y to p u r c h a s e toys for the
children victims of the Chornobyl
nuclear catastrophe.
The project will also encourage a
"pen-pal" correspondence between
school children of schools of Ukrai
nian studies in America and their
counterparts in Ukraine. Children of
such s c h o o l s all over the United
States will be asked to donate new,
sturdy, non-battery-operated toys to
be sent to Ukraine, with a brief note
of greeting, specification of gender,
and class year. Monetary donations
will be used to purchase Ukrainian

Death camp...
(Continued from page 1)
ber 19, the UPA reported, a Ukrainian
Catholic priest celebrated a requiem
service, or p a n a k h y d a , which was
attended by thousands of people. At 11
a.m. the Association of Independent
Ukrainian Youth (SNUM) organized a
mass meeting at one of Kiev's stadiums,
which was addressed by Kiev SNUM
leader Dmytro Korchynsky on behalf of
the Society of the R e p r e s s e d , Oles
F e d o r c h u k , Oles S e r h i y e n k o and
Yevhen Chernyshov from the Ukrai
nian National Democratic League. Ac
cording to the UPA, militia tried to pre
vent the meeting but were unsuccessful.
The meeting ended with a procession
walking in the direction of St. Sophia
Cathedral, where three vehicles bearing
the bodies of the Ukrainian Hel
sinki Group members joined the
procession, the UPA said in a press
release.
E s t i m a t e s of between 10,000 a n d
30,000 people have been given on the
attendance of the funeral procession,
which m a d e its way to the f a m o u s
Baikiv Cemetery, where through the
intercession of Rukh, the three men were
laid to rest among some of Ukraine's
best known writers, poets and intellec
tuals.
D u r i n g the funeral, a U k r a i n i a n
CathoHc priest, a Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox priest, and a Russian
Orthodox priest conducted a pana
khyda, the UPA and the press service of
the Ukrainian Helsinki Union reported.
Eulogies were given by former dissi
dents Vyacheslav Chornovil, Lev Luk i a n e n k o , Zinoviy Krasivsky, Vasyl
Ovsienko and Mykhailyna Kotsiubynska, as well as Rukh leader Ivan Drach,
poets Oleh Orach and Atena Pashko,a
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of the miners of the
Donbas, and the mother of the late
Yuriy Lytvyn.
The widows of Vasyl Stus and 01eksiy Tykhy, as well as their children, also
took part in all the ceremonies, the
UHU's press service reported on No
vember 20.
Mr. Chornovil bade farewell to his
long-siiffering comrades in a moving
eulogy.
"Dear comrades Vasyl, Yuriy and
Oleksa! Fate did not allow you to live an
extra two or three years for the im
perial prison gates to open with a creak.
But what joy and relief your return
would have brought to our people had
you been alive and active. After all, you
n^fi^r submitted to the situation. All

books, tape cassettes and additional
toys.
Marika Jurach, the director of
Ridna Shkola in Washington, ex
plained, "As the children started to
prepare for Christmas, they began
inquiring how their fellow classmates
in Ukraine would be observing the
holidays. Out of this discussion arose
the desire to send toys from them
selves to children in Ukraine."
Because there is little time to take
a d v a n t a g e of the o p p o r t u n i t y of
sending toys to the children of Chor
nobyl, everyone is asked to partici
pate in this campaign.
Information flyers and posters will
be made available by N K M Asso
ciates, the firm c o o r d i n a t i n g the
p r o j e c t . F o r further i n f o r m a t i o n
please contact Nadia McConnell or
Khristina Lew at NKM Associates,
(202) 347-4264. (Suggested toys are:
stuffed a n i m a l s , small toy c a r s ,
dolls, building blocks, children's
books, coloring books and crayons.)
three, without a second thought, be
came members of the Ukrainian Hel
sinki Group, which in those years meant
immediate long-term imprisonment or
d e a t h . You were the p r e c u r s o r s of
genuine, not showpiece restructuring of
society a long time before those who
stooped and yielded under the imperial
whip even spoke about it. Today, you
would have been on the front line of the
struggle for the ideals of democracy,
national and social liberation of our
people, for our state independence and
our honorable place in the family of
nations of the world.
"You were not ordinary people, and
were very t a l e n t e d . Vasyl's p o e t r y ,
much of which is still being held by the
KGB, will be an immortal part of the
heritage of our people. Yuriy's work
also waits to be read a n d r e m a i n s
hidden behind locked doors. Oleksa
excelled as a talented academic with an
analytical mind.
"But you also possessed something
which representatives of our spiritual
elite lacked in those dark years — un
wavering courage, the ability to look
proudly into the eyes of the enemy and
not to retreat from the ideals. This is
why your names will forever be written
in gold letters in the history of our
suffering but immortal nation.
"Today, in this time of renewal and
struggle, when not only our national
flags fly above us, but the idea of the
renewal of o u r state i n d e p e n d e n c e
greets us, we obtained one more victory
albeit a tragic one for you. If the bodies
of millions of Ukrainians lie in the
outskirts of the empire in nameless
graves, you came back to rest in your
native land, to the major cemetery in the
capital of Ukraine. There will always be
a well-worn path to your graves."
Considered one of the finest Ukrai
nian poets and translators, Stus died at
the age of 47 on September 4, 1985, in
the hospital of the notoriously harsh
special-regimen zone of Perm Camp 361, where he was serving a 10-year labor
camp sentence for "anti-Soviet agita
tion and propaganda."
A teacher and founding member of
the Ukrainian Helsinki Group, Oleksiy
Tykhy died on May 6, 1984,at the age
of 57 in the same camp following a long
illness. He was serving a 10-year labor
camp term under the trumped-up charge
of "illegal possession of a firearm."
Lytvyn, a journalist and poet, appa
rently committed suicide in the same
Perm Camp 36-1 on September 5,1984.
a t t h e age of 50. He v a s like ivise serving
a 10-year -aa."' ca:r ^ ^e^Uence.
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Heritage Foundation holds annual meeting
PITTSBURGH - The Ukrainian
Heritage Foundation held its annual
meeting here on September 23-25. Over
70 people registered for the meeting,
coming from Illinois, F l o r i d a ,
New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Michi
gan, Maryland, New Jersey, Indiana,
Pennsylvania and Canada.
The meeting started Friday night,
with a welcome p a r t y at the Hotel
Parkway Center Inn. Plans were made
to have the party on a terrace, but
Hurricane Hugo's aftermath made it
i m p o s s i b l e . All enjoyed a delicious
spread and great companionship.
S a t u r d a y m o r n i n g , the g r o u p a s 
sembled for a breakfast meeting. Offi
cers of the foundation gave their re
ports. The highlight of the meeting was
the premiere of the foundation's video,
"Avramenko and His Dances," which
was very well received. The artistic
Hirpctor of the video a n d K a s h t a n
Dance Group, featured on the tape is
Markian Komichak. He and narrator
Evonne Woloshyn were present for the
showing. They were the recipients of
praise for their work on the video.
The nominating committee with Olga
Maksymowich, as chairperson, Mike
Zadarecky and Gloria Paschen report
ed their slate of officers. They were
unanimously accepted by the group.
The officers are: president - Gene
Woloshyn of Poland, Ohio; vice-presi
dent - Gene Manasterski of Pitts
burgh; vice-president - Helen Shipka
of Parma, Ohio; treasurer - Taras Mak
symowich of Miami Beach; secretary
- - Estelle Woloshyn of Poland, Ohio;

art director - Marion Senyk of Largo,
Fla.
Advisors are William Polewchak of
Colt's Neck, N.J., Dan Slobodian of
Kerhonkson, N.Y., Taras Szmagala of
Brecksville, Ohio, Steve Zenczak of
Brecksville, Ohio, Jennie Bochar of
Parma, Ohio, and Tony Wolocb of
Munster, Ind.
The resolutions committee with Mr.
S l o b o d i a n as c h a i r p e r s o n and A n n
Chopek, Mary Bobeczko and Steve
Zenczak presented resolutions, which
were subsequently approved by those
assembled.
The resolutions noted that:
^ A vote of gratitude is due to all
donors for their contributions to the
video, "Avramenko and His Dances",
especially the Ukrainian National Asso
ciation and the Ukrainian National
Home of Elizabeth, N.J.
^ The Ukrainian Heritage Founda
tion should make "Avramenko and His
Dances" available, free-of-charge, to
institutions of learning with folk dance
groups.
9 The foundation encourages existing
Ukrainian dance groups to learn and
perform one original Avramenko dance
during the performance year of 1989-90,
in honor of "the maestro."
The videos, posters and brochures
were favorably received and all were
available after the meeting and at the
display at the Ukrainian Arts Festival at
the University of Pittsburgh.
For a donation of S50 or more to the
foundation, the donors will receive the
"Avramenko and His Dances" video, a
19-by-24-inch poster of two Ukrainian
(Continued on page 16)

Bush signs...

Ukrainians until the 1,000 allocation is
exhausted."

by Eugene Woloshyn

(Continued from page 1)
resulted in another veto and, possibly,
no bill this year. In negotiations be
tween the two Houses of Congress and
the administration, a compromise was
worked out which ensured a presiden
tial signing of the legislation.
According to Eugene Iwanciw, UNA
Washington Office director: "After all
the work on the Refugee Status Act,
which provides for the allocation of
1,000 refugee admissions for Ukrainian
Orthodox and Catholics in the Soviet
Union, we were apprehensive that the
provision would be deleted in the re
worked bill. During the past few days,
we were in contact with various con
gressional offices including that of Sen,
Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.) to ensure
t h a t his a m e n d m e n t would r e m a i n
intact."
He went on to state: "We are grateful
to Sen. Lautenberg for his leadership on
this issue and his willingness to work
with the Ukrainian American commu
nity to resolve issues of concern to the
community. Rep. Bruce Morrison (DC o n n . ) deserves r e c o g n i t i o n for his
leadership on the issue in the House. We
also appreciate the initiative of
Reps. William Lipinski (D-Ill.) and
C h r i s t o p h e r C o x ( R - C a l i f . ) whose
amendment, adding Ukrainian Catho
lic and Orthodox to the House passed
bill, made this victory possible."
The UNA Washington representative
stated that the bill takes immediate
effect and that the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) will have
to implement procedures for processing
Ukrainian applicants for refugee status.
"The 1,000 allocation is solely for the
use of Ukrainians and cannot be used by
members of other groups" according to
Mr. Iwanciw. "While the waiting list in
Moscow is two years long, Ukrainians
will be considered in the order in which
-thev.aDpiied and will skin over no-.-

Famine Commission
During September, the Senate Ap
p r o p r i a t i o n s C o m m i t t e e a d d e d an
a p p r o p r i a t i o n s of SI00,000 to H.R.
2991 for the Famine Commission. Sens.
Robert Kasten (R-Wis.) and Dennis
DeConcini (D-Ariz.), members of the
commission, were the sponsors of the
amendment. Due to the efforts of Rep.
William Broomfield ( R - M i c h . ) , the
House conferees on the bill accepted the
Senate amendment.
The State Department Appropria
tions bill was passed by both House of
C o n g r e s s by N o v e m b e r 8 a n d was
awaiting presidential signature, which
came November 21. The delay in the
president's signing of the bill caused
some concern that there would be a veto
based on other provisions of the bill.
The State Department Authorization
Act, which contained the authorization
for the expenditure of the funds, was
vetoed yesterday by the president for
reasons similar to his initial vetoing of
the Foreign Aid Appropriations Act.
"The signing of H.R. 2991 will pro
vide immediate funding for the con
tinued operation of the Famine Com
mission," stated Mr. Iwanciw. "The
commission will now be able to com
plete its work and close up operations in
an orderly fashion by next June."
Dr. James Mace, staff director of the
Famine Commission, stated: "The
c o m m i s s i o n can now i m p l e m e n t its
plans to complete its study of the famine
a n d t o finish the p u b l i c a t i o n of its
findings with the supportive material.
I am extremely grateful to the members
of Congress who were helpful in se
curing the required funding and espe
cially to the Washington Office of the
Ukrainian National Association, whose
aciive participation in the effort, made
ih'is all a reality."
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Indiana congressman
cites branch jubilee

UNA Convention Committee gets the ball rolling

BALTIMORE - The committee
organizing the 32nd Convention of the
WASHINGTON - Rep. Peter J. Vis- Ukrainian National Association (UNA),
closky (D-Ind.) marked the 50th anni to be held May 26 to June 2 in Balti
versary of Ukrainian National Asso more, is proceeding with the convention
ciation Branch 452 in Hammond, Ind., plans.
in a statement submitted to the Con
The Convention Committee was
gressional Record.
established in February at a special
The branch was founded on October meeting called by the UNA Home
28, 1939.
Office in conjunction with the UNA
Following are excerpts of Rep. Vis- ' Baltimore-Washington-Richmond Dis
closky's statement.
trict Committee. The executive com
mittee, consisting of the secretaries of
the eight branches of the district, was
formed. The officers of the committee
The Ukrainian National Association were also elected at that time.
^
has enabled persons of Ukrainian
They are UNA Supreme Advisor
ancestry to ensure that their culture Eugene Iwanciw, chairman; Andrij
remains a part of their lives and that it is Chornodolsky, vice-chairman; Maria
handed down to the next generation.
Lischak, secretary; and Ostap Zyniuk,
Established in 1894, the Ukrainian treasurer.
National Association EUNAj today is
The committee consists of 45 volun
comprised of over 450 local groups and teers from the Baltimore and Washing
has 75,000 members nationwide. In ton areas. During subsequent meetings
northwest Indiana, the organization has of the committee, eight working sub
played an impressive role in supporting committees were established to manage
cultural and sports programs that not the various aspects of the convention.
only benefit the Ukrainian community, The subcommittees and their chairper
but the whole region over all. Further sons are as follows: convention journal,
more, the UNA also provides aid to John Kun; concert, Anya Dydykstudents, operates a summer resort and Petrenko; banquet, Orest Petrenko;
children's camps, oversees Ukrainian welcoming, Anna Hrehorovich; publi
courses in language, history, literature city, Mr. Iwanciw and Ms. Hrehoro
and art, and maintains a home for vich; financial, Mr. Zyniuk; cultural,
senior citizens.
Wasyl Palijczuk and Orest Polisczuk;
I am fortunate to represent a district and invitations, Orest Deychakiwsky.
that has an active Ukrainian commu
On November 11, at a meeting at
nity. They are proud of their heritage, tended by UNA Supreme President
and justly so. They have been an John Flis, an outline of the convention
integral part of the ethnic vibrancy of week's activities was presented as was
northwest Indiana and I am confident
that they will continue to be. I congra
tulate them on the occasion of their 50th
anniversary and wish them continued
success in their efforts.
WASHINGTON - During the
past three months, the Washington
Office of the Ukrainian National
Letter to UNA Forum
Association (UNA) has been work
ing with the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) in an
effort to better acquaint INS officials
with the plight of Ukrainians in the
USSR and Poland.
Dear Sirs:
INS officials interview refugee
I am a member of Branch 214 in
applicants and make the determina
Woonsocket, R.I. Over the course
tion whether the individuals are
of the past four years, I have been
"persecuted" and, therefore, eligible
enrolled in a business administration
for refugee status.
undergraduate degree program at
Contact was initiated during Au
Bryant College majoring in accounting.
gust, when Greg Beyer, senior policy
For each of those four years, I have
analyst of the INS's Office of Refu
applied to the UNA under your scholar
gees, Asylum and Parole, requested a
ship program. Each year, the UNA pro
meeting with Eugene Iwanciw, direc
vided me with a generous scholarship to
tor of the UNA Washington Office.
help me continue with my education.
The meeting resulted from the pas
For this generosity, I would like to ex
sage of the Lipinski-Cox amendment
press my heartfelt appreciation to the
granting Ukrainian Catholics and
UNA. Further, I would like to thank
Ukrainian Orthodox from the USSR
the members of Branch 241 for their
refugee status. While the discussion
help over the years, especially Trea
focused primarily on the plight of the
surer Janet Bardell and President Leon
two religious groups, Mr. Iwanciw
Hardink.
pointed out that through RussificaThis appreciation is not only for the
tion programs all Ukrainians are
scholarships I received for my college
persecuted in the Soviet Union.
education. The appreciation is also for
The UNA'S government relations
the education I have received about our
director went on to discuss the plight
Ukrainian heritage through the UNA
of Ukrainians in Poland, particularly
and its members. I have learned much
those Ukrainians currently stranded
about our Ukrainian history, traditions,
in Vienna, Rome and Munich. Mr.
and heritage. Being a first-generation
Beyer stated that due to improving
American, I believe it is important to
political and economic circum
know your roots and to support your
stances in Poland, the policy is that
nationality's organizations.
the U.S. government does not grant
Again, thank you for all your help
refugee status to Polish nationals.
and education over the years. It will not
Mr. Iwanciw responded that Ukrai
be forgotten.
nians, as a minority in Poland, face
unique problems and should be
Ted Klowan
treated differently than other Polish
UNA District Secretary
nationals.
Woonsocket, R.I.

a work plan for the next six and half
months leading to the convention.
The committee explored various
methods of making the convention
successful and making the stay of the
delegates and their families both en
joyable and rewarding. At the meeting it
was pointed out that downtown Balti
more offers great opportunities for a
pleasurable stay, including museums,
restaurants, tourist attractions and
nightlife - all the ingredients of a
successful meeting in the city. It was
also mentioned that Baltimore is less
than an hour's drive from the nation's
capital.
The convention will be held at the
Hyatt Harbor Place Hotel, located
across the street from the famed Inner
Habor in the downtown area of Balti
more. "The facilities of the Hyatt are as
good as any hotel in which the UNA has
Eugene Iwanciw
held conventions during the past 16
years," stated the committee chairman, area, restaurant haven and tourist
Mr. Iwanciw. "In addition to its ex attraction. Because it is busy at all
cellent location, the Hyatt offers spa hours, the Inner Harbor remains a
cious meeting space, recently renovated vibrant and safe area for people at all
rooms, indoor parking, and a health times of the day and night.
club. Within the equivalent of two city
Over the next few months, the various
blocks, you can find over 50 restaurants subcommittees will be working with the
from fast food with an ethnic flavor to hotel and the Baltimore Convention
Bureau to finalize and implement plans
elegant dining."
Downtown Baltimore, renovated for the convention. The committee is
over the past decade, has won wide also working with Ukrainian organiza
acclaim for successfully merging the tions in Baltimore to generate interest in
new with the old. The ethnic diversity the UNA and its convention as well as to
for which many Eastern cities were promote Ukrainian identity in this
known was preserved as this city was highly ethnic city. As plans become
undergoing modern development. As a finalized, the committee will be re
result, the downtown area is a business leasing information to UNA members.

UNA works with INS on refugee issue

Thanks for
scholarship

The initial meeting ended with a provide background information
request from Mr. Beyer, that the on certain groups which are targets
UNA office prepare a briefing paper of persecution in the USSR.
Among the private sector partici
on Ukrainian Catholics and Ortho
dox m the USSR for use by INS pants in the Miami training program
were
Mr. Iwanciw of the UNA Wash
officials in their training program for
interviewers and adjudicators. Mr. ington Office, David Harris of the
American Jewish Committee, and
Beyer explained that the INS is
involved in sensitizing its inter Ross Vartian of the Armenian Assembly
of America.
viewers to the types of persecution
Mr. Iwanciw provided an over
faced by various groups of indivi
view of the types of persecution
duals in the USSR.
which Ukrainians in the USSR have
Under the auspices of the UNA
Office, four separate briefing papers had to endure during the past 70
years.
He stressed the need to recog
were submitted on Ukrainians in the
nize the psychological persecution
USSR, Ukrainian Catholics in the
a rising from the man-made famine
USSR, Ukrainian Orthodox in the
USSR, and Ukrainians in Poland. and World War II which resulted in
the
loss of over 15 million Ukrainian
Each paper included general condi
lives during a 13-year period. He
tions, historical background, legal
pointed out that there is hardly a
status, and specific conditions of
Ukrainian alive who did not have a
persecution and discrimination iden
tifying targets, acts of persecution, family member either killed or sent to
Siberia. To emphasize his point, he
perpetrators, and affected areas for
presented demographic evidence that
each target group.
in
a 26-year period (1932-1959) the
The papers were prepared by Dr.
population of Ukraine actually de
Andrew Sorokowski, a researcher at
Keston College and a contributing clined, while that of all other coun
tries increased.
writer to Religion in Communist
Also stressed during the presentaLands, published by Keston College.
Mr. Beyer found the briefing papers fion to the over 100 INS personnel
was
the persecution resulting from
both informative and well-organized
Russification programs. Mr. Iwanand compHmented the UNA office
ciw stated that most schools in
for providing the information in a
Ukraine are conducted in Russian;
concise, usable format.
During September, the INS con that those Ukrainians who choose to
practice their Ukrainian religion,
ducted a weeklong training program
rather than worship in the Russian
for its interviewers and adjudicators
Orthodox
Church, are severely dis
scheduled to be sent to Moscow or
Rome for the processing of refugee criminated against and persecuted;
that Ukrainians who teach their
applicants from the Soviet Union. In
addition to their own personnel who children the Ukrainian language or
culture
face discrimination in jobs,
provided basic training, the INS
education and housing which results
turned to other departments of
(Continued on page 10) ^
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Conference address
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When the pope meets Gorby
A summit of great historic proportions will commence this week, as the
leader of the godless state of communism meets with the holy father of the
Catholic Church. And although this meeting in the Eternal City has been
sandwiched between Mr. Gorbachev's talks with Canadian Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney in Moscow and his Malta mission with U.S. President
George Bush, the one consistent thread running throughout his hectic week
will be the issue of the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
This year, only low-level officials have pressed for greater religious freedom
during meetings in the Soviet Union, but, as the back-to-back encounters
with Mr. Mulroney, the pope and Mr. Bush, grow nearer, the Soviets are
getting cautious as the "day of atonement" December i, draws closer. (This is
the first time a general secretary of the Soviet Communist Party has been
scheduled to meet a pope.)
Although Vatican officials have refuted that the postponement of a
meeting between Catholic officials and the Russian Orthodox leaders in
Moscow was caused by the issue of the Ukrainian Catholic Church, the Soviet
press has indeed speculated that the delay is connected with the matters of
Vatican-Soviet and Catholic-Orthodox talks on legalizing the Ukrainian
Catholic Church.
If ever Pope John Paul II is to visit the Soviet Union, the issue of the
Ukrainian Catholic Churcb must be resolved. And it is a delicate issue to
resolve, as the legalization of the Ukrainian Catholic Church cannot be
complete until the Soviet government recognizes the 1946 synod as illegal and
the forced "reunification" a politically motivated attempt by Stalin to destroy
the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
This in itself is not a great problem, as underscored by Stefania Shabatura,
a former political prisoner and member of that still-outlawed Ukrainian
Catholic Church, who said: "OurChurch is the victim of Stalinist persecu
tion. We hope that the pope and our president will be able to resolve this issue.
If now pur society condemns Stalin and all of his actions, if the authorities are
reviewing cases and rehabilitating victims of Stalinism, why does the question
of pur Church remain unresolved?
It seems clear that the Church is heading toward legalization although
whether it will happen as a result of Mr. Gorbachev's meeting with the holy
father is a different matter.
The Ukrainian Catholic faithful in the USSR, numbering up to 5 million
strong, have heeded the words of their hierarch, Metropolitan Volodymyr
Sterniuk of Lviv,who in a pastoral letter urged the UCC faithful to "await our
time of liberation patiently with self-sacrifice, avoiding sin, evil words and
untruth, in prayer and love for all." And once the legalization of the Church is
announced, it still had to be granted full and unabridged legal status in the
Soviet Union, including the ability to maintain open relations with the
Vatican. The Church's properties must be returned and unencumbered
religious instruction must be allowed.
Once the Church is legalized, it then must face such problems as lack of
priests, for today, there are 500 priests for an estimated 5 million faithful,
which means that one priest serves approximately 10,000 people. The issue of
religious literature, lack of religious instruction, and training seminaries,
must also be handled by the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
L'Osservatore Romano recently wrote that communism is "clearly
exhausted, as admitted by its own exponents. This aging ideology is decaying
in the conscience of the Soviet people and is opposed to the demands for the
recognition of civil and human rights. The foundation and guarantee for
human and civil rights is religious liberty," said the Vatican newspaper. And
the right to worship is best protected by nourishing democracy, for, as the
pope has stated,the process of democratization in the Soviet Union cannot
continue without the legalization of the Ukrainian Catholic Church.

Gorbachev's glosnost and
perestroiko,
and the reaction of the
diaspora
Free Ukrainians in the diaspora are
by Dr. Stephen Woroch
asking themselves: Is this still another
Following are excerpts of an address thaw for the purpose of saving the
delivered by Dr. Stephan Woroch on empire from economic disaster to be
hphalf of the World Congress of Free followed by still another terror, or is this
Ukrainians at the Leadership Con a promising effort on the part of a
ference sponsored by The Washing powerful Russian nation to establish a
ton Group on October 6-8 for the state of co-existence and cooperation
purpose of assessing changes in U- among free, sovereign republics of
kraine. Dr. Woroch's speechfocused on eastern Europe as it exists in western
''Gorbachev's Glasnost and Pere- Europe in the form of the European
^f^rika, and the Reaction of Free Common Market? Ukrainians are not
Ukrainians in the Diaspora,"
the only ones asking these questions.
They have been asked by the former
When General Secretary Mikhail president of the United States, Ronald
Gorbachev announced the concepts of Reagan, President George Bush, Cana
glasnost and perestroika, the Ukrainian dian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney,
nation, which of all the nations of the British Prime Minister Margaret That
Soviet empire suffered most during the cher, the German Chancellor Helmut
rule of his predecessors, received this Kohl and others.
euphemistic slogan and him personally
with a great deal of skepticism. We
cannot be surprised by the reaction of
the Ukrainian nation and free Ukrai
nians in the diaspora who to this day
The Ukrainian diaspora and its
accept with incredulity the slogan representative body, the World Con
"glasnost." For this there is sufficient gress of Free Ukrainians, must take a
historical justification.
very serious position on the question of
It is evident that the reason for restructuring. The current political
Secretary General Gorbachev's policy of situation came about very unexpectedly
"Glasnost and Perestroika" is the and found the Ukrainian nation unpre
implementation of radical methods to pared to deal with it.
save the immense empire from in
Even today, four years after the
evitable economic and political cata concepts of glasnost and perestroika
strophe. The several-centuries-old Great came to exist, Ukraine is not well-

kny otfempt io infroduce specific political ideologies,
which have permeated and divided our Ukrair)ian
society in the diaspora, into the struggle for Ukrainian
democratization, would only inhibit the Ukrainian drive
for independence. We must guard against overzeolousness, being cautious not to provoke repressions
from a still very powerful enemy.

Russian Empire, now with the new
name USSR,findsitself on the verge of
bankrupcy. The cause of this is 70 years
(three generations) of Utopian commu
nist ideology. Russian patriots with the
ingenious help of servants belonging to
other nationalities, understanding the
critical situation that "Great Russia"
finds itself in, have concocted the
concept of glasnost and perestroika to
rescue it.
It can be said that Mr. Gorbachev has
met with some measure of success.
Turning the pages back...
Western countries are excited by the
proposed democratization of the Soviet
Union, giving it substantial financial
Opanas Ivanovych Zalyvakha, the long-repressed and aid. They probably anticipate great
recently rehabilitated artist from Ivano-Frankivske, was returns in the future on the current
born on November 26, 1925, in the village of Husynka in the investments of their capital. The Ukrai
Kharkiv region. The artist, whose work was primarily well-known and hailed in nian diaspora sees the problem some-dissident circles for several decades until his rehabilitation late last year, has lived a what differently. It views this radical
difficult life. His family escaped the artificial famine in Ukraine in 1933 and settled change as temporary and short-lived.
in the Far East, where he began studying in art schools in Blahoveshchensk and
Historically, the Ukrainian nation
Irkutsk. As he matured, Mr. Zalyvakha was enrolled in the renowned Secondary has already experienced the phenome
Art School of the Leningrad Repin State Institute of Painting, Sculpture and non of glasnost and the momentary
Architecture, which was temporarily relocated to Samarkand during World War thawing of previously unbearable con
II. After the war the artist followed the school back to Leningrad, where later he ditions.
advanced to the Repin State Institute. After only two years of study, however, he
was suspended and allowed to return only following Stalin's death.
In 1960 Mr. Zalyvakha completed his studies at the institute and one year later
The question before all of Russia's
moved to his current home in the western Ukrainian city of Ivano-Frankivske, then captive nations and, in particular,
known as Stanyslaviv. That same year the artist held hisfirstpublic exhibit in his before the Ukrainian nation and free
hometown.
Ukrainians in the diaspora is: will the
Since 1965 Mr. Zalyvakha had been excluded from the cultural life of Ukraine. general secretary really fulfill his pledges
He was arrested at the end of August 1965 in Ivano-Frankivske on charges of for democratization of the Soviet
""possessing 'anti-Soviet' literature." He was sentenced in March 1966 at a closed Union, silencing the chauvinistic in
court session tofiveyears'strict-regimen labor camp for "anti-Soviet agitation and fluences of conservative Russian en
propaganda" under Article 62 of the Ukrainian SSR Criminal Code.
tities such as Pamiat and the Russian
Even following his return from imprisonment in Mordovia in 1970, life was Orthodox Church which are the prime
difficult: the artist suffered spiritual, physical and material deprivations, symbols of the concept of "great indivi
sible Russia." V v\ ^ (Continued обпаде 10)

enough organized to take full advantage
of the situation. In Ukraine currently,
the most active individuals in the
struggle for political and economic
autonomy are men guided by the dic
tates of their heart and soul (poets and
writers) and not people with the neces
sary experience in political affairs.
Our assistance to this esteemed
segment of the Ukrainian nation, which
has suffered so greatly at the hands of
the Stalinist and Brezhnevite terror,
must be carefully organized so as to not
give the Russian imperialist leaders
cause for suppressing the healthy,
spontaneous efforts being made in
support of restructuring in Ukraine.
The Ukrainian diaspora must p^an an
intelligent strategy, capitalizing on
existing Soviet laws, to help the or
ganized movements in Ukraine in their
struggle for the viability of the Ukrai
nian language, culture, ecology and
sovereignty of Ukraine as well as
independent political relations with the
outside world.
Any attempt to introduce specific
political ideologies, which have per
meated and divided our Ukrainian
society in the diaspora, into the struggle
for Ukrainian democratization, would
only inhibit the Ukrainian drive for
independence. We must guard against
overzealousness, being cautious not to
provoke repressions from a still very
powerful enemy.
Events in Lviv and Kiev are en
couraging. We, free Ukrainians in the
diaspora, must offer our help so that
still larger and more powerful demon(Continiieid on page 11)
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Refugee Act a community effort
Catholic Churches, Ukrainian Or
thodox Churches, human rights
groups, community organizations
On November 3, House and Se and youth associations responded.
nate conferees on the Foreign Aid They wrote and called senators to
Appropriations Act approved lan express their views and concerns.
guage which recognizes the persecu
It was the tremendous response of
tion of the Ukrainian Catholic all elements of the community which
Church and the Ukrainian Orthodox prompted members of Congress to
Church in the Soviet Union. The seek a just resolution to the issue.
provision also provided that the That resolution meets the concerns
members of both Churches applying of the community and provides
for refugee immigrant status to the refugee status for persecuted Ukrai
United States would be presumed to nian Orthodox and Catholics.
The UNA Washington Office at
be persecuted. Finally, that section of
the act allocates 1,000 immigration tempts to keep members of Congress
slots to be used only by Ukrainian informed about the views of UNA
Orthodox and Catholics seeking to members and the Ukrainian Ameri
come to the United States as refu can community. That can only be
accomplished when the community
gees.
This provision is the result of seven actively supports the work of the
months of work on the part of the office by expressing its views directly
UNA Washington Office, the Ukrai to members of Congress. On this
nian Catholic Church, the Ukrainian issue, the community came through
Orthodox Church and the Ukrainian with flying colors.
There were too many people and
American community. It is an ex
ample of the importance of both organizations that played an integral
representation in Washington and role in this effort to thank each one
individually. Suffice it to say that it
grass-roots action.
was truly a community effort that
While it was the UNA Washington every member of the community can
be
proud of. If the community works
Office which initiated the proposal,
kept the community informed of together on future issues as it did on
developments in Congress, and nego this one, we can continue to be
tiated the final language of the bill, it successful in most of our efforts.
was the community, whose response
On behalf of the 1,000 Ukrainian
to the exclusion of the Churches Catholics and Orthodox who will
from the Senate-passed legislation, have an opportunity to seek refuge
which provided the key ingredient from persecution in the United States
for success. That response was over and to become United States citizens,
whelming.
let me just say "thank you" to the
When informed of the September organizations and people who made
20 action of the Senate, Ukrainian it all possible.
by Eugene M. Iwanciw
UNA Washington Office

BOOK NOTES

Honcbar's "Sobor"
in English version
PHILADELPHIA - An Englishlanguage translation of Oles Honchar's novel, "Sobor," ("The Cathe
dral") was recently published by the St.
Sophia Religious Association of Ukrai
nian Catholics.
The 308-page translation was a joint
effort by Yuri Tkach of Doncaster,
Australia, and Leonid Rudnytzky of
Philadelphia.
Ever since its publication in 1968,
"The Cathedral" has been the most
controversial work in Soviet Ukrainian
literature. Upon its publication, it was
fiercely attacked by pro-regime critics
and even burned publicly by various
Komsomol brigades, but it also found
staunch defenders, especially among the
dissidents.
Today, it is considered a real classic
of contemporary Soviet Ukrainian
literature and its influence on Ukrai
nian intellectual life, both in the Soviet
Union and in the West, is undeniable.
In his introduction to the translation.
Prof. Rudnytyzky of LaSalle Univer
sity writes:
"Honchar's narrative is essentially a
human interest story dealing with real
people as well as with abstract concepts,
with individual hopes and dreams as
well as with societal concerns and
aspirations. The Cathedral' is truly a
multifaceted work of art that addresses
numerous contemporary problems on
the Soviet Union and their impact on
the individual and on the collective. The
central plot of this narrative — the
blossoming love between Mykola Bahlay and Yelka - is developed against
this contemporary backdrop: genera
tional co^nflict, problems facihg the

aged in a society of young people,
juvenile delinquency and hooliganism,
graft, corruption and the evils of
'poaching,' racial discrimination, and
environmental pollution. The novel
also contains highly revealing passages
on Soviet foreign aid to the third world
and glimpses of la dolce vita Soviet
style,"
In explaining the translation. Prof.
Rudnytzky notes that no translation
can fully duplicate the experience of the
original. The Ukrainian-language "So
bor" contains aubuv, puna, wuiu plays,
etymological allusions, dialectical
colorings and the like, inaccessible to
the non-Ukrainian reader. The transla
tor states that Mr. Honchar's highly
lyrical style also contributed to the
difficulties, experienced in translating
(Continued on page 11)
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Faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

GOP ethnics still "tainted'
Although a year has passed since the
presidential election, the National
Republican Heritage Groups Council
(NRHGC) is still in the doghouse with
the GOP.
This was made clear by Benjamin
Ginsberg, chief counsel of the Republi
can National Committee, during an
October 19 meeting with Anna Chennault, then the chairman of the
NRHGC, and Rudi Slavoff, then
NRHGC executive director.
In an October 26 follow-up letter to
Mrs. Chennault, Mr. Ginsberg wrote:
"As I said in our meeting, the Nazi
problem is one that must be addressed
without further delay. Almost a year
and a half has passed since the allega
tions first surfaced. Yet there has been no
resolution and the taint over your entire
organization still lingers."
The "taint," of course, is the result of
unsubstantiated allegations of "Nazi
ties" levelled by Washington Jewish
Week and other newspapers against
anti-Communist ethnic leaders serving
on the Bush campaign team. The char
ges were the direct result of a "topical
report" titled "Old Nazis, the New Right
and the Reagan Administration: The
Role of Domestic Fascist Networks in the
Republican Party and Their Effect on
U.S. Cold War Politics." Written by
Russ Bellant for Political Research
Associates - which promotes itself as
"an independent research institute which
collects and disseminates informa
tion on right-wing political groups and
trends - the report led to the forced
resignation of a number of ethnic GOP
activists,including Ukrainian American
Bohdan Fedorak.
As I noted in this column at the time,
Mr. Bellant relied on such well-known
Stalinist apologists as Michael Sayers
and Albert E. Kahn (authors of "The
Great Conspiracy: The Secret War
Against Soviet Russia") for much of his
information equating, in classic Soviet
disinformation style, Ukrainian na
tionalism with Nazism.
Mr. Fedorak, for example, is des
cribed as a member of OUN-B,a person
who has been in contact with Jaroslav
Stretsko, Bohdan Futey and George
Nesterczuk, a one-time chairman of the
Detroit Captive Nations Committee, a
leading player within the UCCA, a
delegate to conventions of the World
Anti-Communist League (WACL) and
a person who dared to question certain
tactics employed by the Office of
Special Investigations. In the eyes of
Bush campaign chairman and now
RNC head Lee Atwater this was enough
"evidence" to conclude that Mr. Fedo
rak was "tainted" and could no longer
serve on the Bush campaign team.
To add insult to injury, the RNC
adopted a "shoot first, ask questions
later" approach to the entire affair by
requesting that the NRHGC form a
blue-ribbon committee to investigate
the allegations. Mrs. Chennault ap
pointed the committee and on October
28 a three-page report was submitted to
the NRHGC. Unfortunately, the report
dealt more with the person of Mr.
Bellant and the difficulties the commit
tee experienced than in refuting the
allegations.
"In all of our deliberations," the
report concludes, "there has been a
feeling of frustration in dealing effec

tively with this matter. The resources
available to us were inadequate to carry
on the investigations to the degree of
fullness which the issues required. On
the one hand, the allegations in Bellant's
report have been refuted by those who
have been cited, and on the other, the
committee never had the investigative
resources essential for an intensive
study. The compelling fact remains,
however, that if the Office of Special
Investigation of the Justice Depart
ment and the Simon Wiesenthal Center
have not cited any of those mentioned
by Bellant for criminal misconduct,
surely the committee with its restricted
investigative resources cannot concur
with the allegations of the Bellant
report, absent substanti 7Є confirmation
in fact of those claims.'^
In his letter to Mrs. Chennault, Mr.
Ginsberg wrote that "the burden of
proof is on the NRHGC to clear its
name either by stating conclusively that
"your investigation shows the charges
without merit or by taking the appro
priate action against those accused."
The committee accomplished neither.
Soon after reading Mr. Ginsberg's
letter and the committee report. I called
staffers at the RNC to get a reading on
the present situation. All of them
insisted on speaking off the record but
the impression I got was that the RNC
Vould not be unhappy if the NRHGC
would just fade away. Despite the fact
4hat the NRHGC has always been listed
as an official affiliate of the RNC,
descriptions of current status were
couched in terms such as "loose affilia
tion," "unofficial body" and "unsanctioned."
Later, I called Casimir Oksas, newly
elected national chairman of the
NRHGC to get his impression of the
present status. He insisted that his
organization was still an official affiliate
of the RNC with a history of strong ties
to the GOP. "The situation now, how
ever, is not good," he told me. "I am
concerned about our image and I've
asked people familiar with Soviet
disinformation techniques to review the
Bellant report to determine if there are
any ties or if a pattern of networking can
be discerned. We need to do everything
we can to remove the present stigma."
I agree. The NRHGC needs to stick
to principle and rid itself of the pu
sillanimous mindset of its former lea
dership. Mr. Ginsberg needs to under
stand that in America, one is innocent
until proven guilty. The Republican Party
needs to understand that if it ever wants
to become the majority party, it needs to
treat its loyalists with respect, and not
cave in to allegations by apparatchiks
working for the opposition.
It is an outrage that 18 months after
innocent people and organizations have
been smeared for criticizing and ex
posing the Soviet conspiracy to defame
our anti-Communist communities the
truth is still hidden in the shadows,
obscured by gutless wonders knuckling
under to powerful lobbies. Nor is our
community blameless for what has
transpired. Some of us failed to under
stand that by smearing Mr. Fedorak, all
of us who believe in justice were smear
ed. And Mr. Fedorak failed to under
stand that by agreeing to resign, he was
compromising his innocence.
The sooner Mr. Oksas and his people
complete their review the better.
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ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION:Drach comments on current situation in Ukraine
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
tvan Drach, a prominent Ukrainian poet, is a
secretary of the board ofthe Ukrainian Writers'Union
and head of the Kiev writers' organization. At its
fourtding congress held on September 8-10, he was
elected chairman of the Popular Movement of
Ukraine for Perebudova, or Rukh,
The roundtable was conducted in the Munich
studios of Radio Liberty on October 6. Participating
in the discussion were Bohdan Nahaylo, director of
Radio Liberty's Ukrainian Service, and Roman
Solchanyk, director of Radio Liberty's Program
Research and Development Department.
CONCLUSION
Nahaylo: How are relatioro withflieactivists of the
popubr movements in the Baltic states? And I would
also like to ask you - sbice you toudied upon the
matter of Molod Ukrainy and its attitude toward you
- sometimes it appears that there is a more positive
attitude in certain circles in Moscow thanfai Kiev itself.
I have hi ndnd, for ifxample, the recent article fai
Komsomcdskaya Pravda about Rukh, which was
quite objective. And certain broadcasts on central
televidon. So, where are your allies and where are your
opponents today?
It is good that you mentioned those Moscow
organs. In addition to Komsomolskaya Pravda,
Sobesednik, its supplement, has also come out
positively about us. You also referred to central
television. I think that it is important for our
ideological workers and for many circles of our society
to take note, in this case, of Moscow. And it is, well,
more normal for them to look at how Moscow
responds; in this instance, I consider this to be the
positive and progressive Moscow. Not only Komso
molskaya Pravda but Moskovskie Novosti, for
example, respond to many of our Ukrainian situa
tions, or even Qgonyok. I have in mind publications
on the укгаітщЧ^иіоІіс Church. I thikk tbstt bur
ideological and party workers in Ukraine should learn
about objectivity of information precisely from these
publications.
Nahaylo: I would like to return to my question
about allies and opponents. From what you have said,
one smses that there are still quite a few opponents.
Do you get any helpfromthe Baltic states? Do they,
for example, print your nmterial in the publications of
the popular fronts, in Atmoda or other journals?
They are planning to publish them and have already
published some of our materials. We have contacts,
good contacts with the Latvians, the Estonians, the
Lithuanians certainly. We have, I think, a good idea—
i.e., to issue a joint publication with the Lithuanians,
with Sajudis, and to call it the Lithuanian Statute. Ibis
is the Lithuanian Statute under which the Ukrainians,
Lithuanians, Byelorussians and Poles lived for such a
long time. And we have the possibility here to put
together a joint publication. Let itfirstbe a UkrainianLithuanian one. Later, perhaps, there will be a
Byelorussian variant, a Polish variant, and, of course,
Russian and English variants. Here we can say quite a
bit, maybe even that which we cannot say in Ukraine
under present conditions.
Speaking about the conditions in Ukraine today,
we do have some sort of preliminary agreement, and
we believe in this agreement - i.e., that we will publish
a popular (narodnaj newspaper. This will be an organ
of Rukh, and I think that all this information that we
are tiying from all sides to digest and look at what is
going on in today's world, this sort of information will
be suppli^ precisely by this popular newspaper of
Ukmine that we are planning.
But I think that if we have, aside from this popular
newspaper of Ukraine, another variant, like the
Lithuanian Statute, for example, then we will have yet
another possibility to reach still a,nother circle of
reiiders. And so, I think that this kind of cooperation
will be possible. And we also have some sort of preli
minary agreement with the Poles.
Nahaylo: Actually, I wanted to ask you about tl^
Poles. Only a few years ago the press was frightening
people with Solidarity and the eymts in Poland. And
yet, representatives of Solidarity attended the Rukh
foundtef congress. What then does the situation look
like today? Are you c^Mvatfaig ties wiUi Sohdaiity?

In our situation, it is very important to have good
relations with the Poles. I think that all of this is only
beginning to take shape now. And we were very
pleased that two parliamentarians, Adam Michnik
and Volodymyr Mokry, were part of this six-man
delegation from Poland. It was very interesting to
listen to their speeches and to get a sense of their
position regarding the future of Ukrainian-Polish rela
tions. As you know, at times they were tragic and
highly dramatic. So for us this is exceedingly
important. And I think that we will be thinking also
about some sort ofjoint publications and some kind of
joint actions that would pertain to our relations. And
possibly many other situations, not just our internationality Polish-Ukrainian relations.

we must raise, very realistically, ecological problems,
economic problems, and problems of the individual's
social welfare; bringing this individual from his knees
to his feet. I think that this will be thatfirst,elementary
pre-condition after which that Russian-speaking
worker will sense that he must support Rukh.
Nahaylo: But there is the danger here also that there
are those who arefaiterestedin safeguardfaig theb
positions. And, obviously, they play on this national
elemrat andfrightenpeople with the notion that Rukh
osttmsibly stands for Де idea of Ukrafaie for the
Ukrainians and some sort of ^mpulsory Ukraiilianization. These types of ideas can often be found in the
p i ^ . How do you respond to tfiis?

I respond in a stereotypical way. I say that the
Russians in Ukraine should live better than they live in
Leningrad, Moscow or New York. I say that the Jews
in Ukraine must live better than they live in Moscow,
I think that we would benefit a great deal and gain Leningrad, New York or Tel Aviv. And I say that,
more understanding of our own situation by studying again returning to my own native Ukrainian roots,
the 1920s and 1930s, how things were back then. And I Ukrainians in Ukraine must live better than they live in
think that perhaps Radio Liberty could help as well, to Canada and the U.S., and probably in Munich also,
delve more deeply into this; someone could begin given that we are talking about this here in Munich.
sorting out those relations. As for Solidarity and the
Solchanyk: You know, I don4 want to introduce
Polish situation in general, it is generally understood
that this is a link-up of Poland's intelligentsia and the pessimistic notes bito our discussion. However, I feel
workers. It was only made possible by the years and all the same that we have somehow forgotten a very
years, perhaps thousand-year-long nurturing by the important pofait while talking about Rukh, namely,
Church. The nurturing of this single ethnos, this one the stand taken by the Communist Party of the Soviet
Polish stream, and so on. In the current Ukrainian Union or the Ukrainian party. Based on my reading of
the Kiev and Moscow press, I have formed the
situation, we do not have a comparable variant.
We have, on the one hand, this plundered, muti impressdon that the party bi Ukrafaie fs not happy with
lated, downtrodden, chemicalized village that is rising Rukh. True, the party now acknowledges it, albeit
to its feet under very difficult conditions. And it is not grudgfaigly. It is befaig said that Rukh is a reaUty, and
certain how it is managing to get to its feet On the you yourself mentioned that it must be taken into
other hand, we have the workers, who in most of account because othemlse one cannot carry on some
Ukraine are Russian-speaking. It is only in Galicia sort of political process. Fine, we recognfaEC all of this.
On the other hand, readfaig the speeches made, for
that a part of the workers - - predominantly Galicians
example, by die Ideological secretary of the Ukrafaifam
or those from Volhynia — are Ukrainian-Speaking.
Party Yelchehko; his speech at the Ideological
TTierefoit, th^ problem of relations with the work Comnifa^nfaiMoscowteKb^of^syear;hi^fqN^di
ing people—and for me this isfirstof all a problem of at the CPSU Central Committee plenumfaiSeptem
relations with the Donbas, with the Dnipropetrovske ber, where he and others called for using and applying
metallurgical workers, with other regions of Ukraine legal and administrative methods with regard to the so- is for us especially complicated and particularly called extremists, without expfarinfaig whom exactly
important. I think that we will work all this out they hadfaimfaid. AU of this is rather disturbing.
through those of our Rukh branches that are there and
It is now very fashionable to talk about extremists,
functioning. They exist in Donetske and Dniprope destructive movements, and so cm. General Secretary
trovske, and through the intelligentisa they have an Gorbachev himself speaks in this manner. I will also
outlet to the working class. Here we are talking,firstof mention the speeches by the first secretaries of the
all, about what must be put in first place, about Ivano-Frankivske and Lviv Obkoms, Postorenkoand
priorities. And the priorities for us in this situation are Pohrebniak, at the July meeting of the CPSU Central
ecological, economic, priorities concerned with the Committee. There also, one could hear calls for
social welfare of the individual, including, first of all, ideological vigilance, especially against those who
the workers.
support the restoration of the Ukrafaiian Catholic
And I think that then the problems of language, Church. The speech of the new leader of the Ukraiculture, national symbolism will come up by them nfam Communist Party on September 8 in Izvestia;
selves and become normal — rather than, to one here, too, there is the call for using administrative
extent or another, interrupting the normal process of methods against all of those destructive elements.
our life.
Therefore, I ddnk that we have to look at all of this
reaUstically. Good. Rukh exists; Rukh is active; Rukh
Nahaylo: But you know, even today I heard from wants to help the party. But I personally feel that the
one representative of the Kiev delegation that, well, party is not happy with thfas Rukh. It, so to speak, re
this Rukh is all well and good, but this is aU only jects the help fliat Rukh wants to offer.
slogans and catchwords. When you get down to
Let us go back to thefirstproblem that we raised.
concrete matters, there is very little that is concrete
here. So, I would like to ask you specifically: What do Perhaps I am putting too much of a slant on all of this.
After
all, I have not been to Ukraine, and I can only
you have to offer, as an organization, to the Russianspeaking worker in Ukrafaie? Why should he support substantiate my views on the basis of readfaig the
Soviet press. Nonetheless, I have this impression that
Rukh?
flie reaction of flie party, or of the party organs, is
negative. Although the party perceives Rukh as a
I think that, first of all, we are talking about that reality, all the same, it seems to be that the party would
which must occur in Ukraine as a republic, a sovereign be very pleased if Rukh did not exist. Boes tills
republic that - and this is in our program - is to be correspond to ttie truth? I dm4 Impw.
part of a new union of republics on the basis of a new
union i^eenient. You know that the Ukrainian SSR
Well, you think you have given me such a/difficult
was one of the founders of the USSR in 1922. If we
build all this up in such a way that tte Russian worker ^lestion, and then you sit back so easily in your chair.
in Ukraine has opportunities and conditions that are But I would like to ask you, why do you think that the
better than he has in any other republic, including in party is, let us say, Yelchenko? Why are Pavlychko,
the Russian federation, then I think this will be the Drach, Popovych and Briukhovetsky not the party?
main reality for which we should struggle along with At the Rukh founding congress there were some 205 or
204 Communists, members of the CPSU. They made
the Russian worker.
up either a fourth or a fifth of the entire number of
And, furthermore, we are not talking here only delegates who were there. So why do you not feel that
about Russian workers. Naturally, there are many this is not the party, but that this is the party?
Ukrainians among that working class who have
Probably, we should talk here about the party
stopped being Ukrainian-speaking under the condi
tions imposed during the Stalin and Shcherbytsky eras apparatus or, in this case, a specific leadership. And I
in Ukraine. They speak Russian, and for them this is feel that, for the most part, these people whom you
all quite normal to the extent that it is even difficult to mentioned are the pupils of our own glorified
imagine a situution; without the Russian language. Brezhnev, Suslov and Sbcherbytsky^ that entire team
That's how far it has gone. Ithinkthathere,firstofali, ^
(Continuedon page. 13)

Nahaylo: Is it worth learning from SoUdarity and
the Poles with regard to forf^g better ties with
Ukrainian workers?
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Ukraine agenda...
(Continued from page 1)
ing, arranged through the offices of tne
Ukrainian Information Bureau in Ot
tawa, with Ivan Drach, the Ukrainian
poet and leader of the Popular Move
ment of Ukraine for Perebudova
(Rukh). The assistant deputy minister
provided a brief overview of this impor
tant meeting with Mr. Drach by out
lining the Ukrainian agenda before the
Rukh movement in Ukraine. Mr. Roy
spoke of Rukh's key issues including:
economic autonomy; the environment
(especially the consequences of the
Chornobyl nuclear disaster); Ukrainian
as the state language; dissatisfaction
with the government; and the legaliza
tion of the Ukrainian Catholic and
Orthodox Churches.
With regard to (Canada's commercial
and economic relations with Ukraine,
Mr. Roy expressed the government's
expectations for trade relations to
expand as Canadians of Ukrainian
origin seek to assist their former home
land to develop its very significant
resources and industrial potential.
"Canada is supportive of the trend to
develop direct commercial and econo
mic links between Canadian companies
and Soviet enterprises," Mr. Roy
stated. "We look forward to further
decentralization in Ukraine and similar
reforms," the external affairs official
continued, "which will make the situa
tion more attractive for our compa
nies."
Mr. Roy made specific mention of the
recent successful Canadian Joint Ven
ture Mission to Ukraine organized
under the auspices of the Ukrainian
Canadian Professional and Business
Federation where several major oppor4;Uiii|ties lin 4he: arcas of tourism, pro
perty development and industrial joint
ventures were seriously discussed. Mr.
Roy noted that several Canadian com
panies were also seeking the establish
ment of direct air links between Winni
peg and Kiev, and Edmonton and Kiev.

Ihor Bardyn (chairperson, Banff Economic Conference), Alexandra Chyczij (Ukrainian Canadian Committee, CanadaUkraine Committee), Lucy Herniak (president, UCC Ottawa Branch) and Bohdan Krawchenko (director, Canadian Institute
of Ukrainian Studies) at roundtable meeting with Canadian government officials.
was to arrive in Moscow to meet with
Mr. Onyschuk, a senior partner in a services; the use of special KGB forces
Mikhail Gorbachev on November 20, Toronto law firm, spoke about the with special equipment to dispense meet
will also visit Leningrad and Kiev in the recent Canada-Ukraine Joint Venture ings, beating innocent participants in
first official visit of a Canadian leader to Conference held in Kiev to explore cluding women, children and the aged."
the Soviet Union since Pierre Trudeau Canadian trade opportunities with the
According to the latest information
went in 1971. During the two-day visit Ukrainian republic. Several trade pro available to the WCFU human rights
to the Ukrainian capital, Mr. Mulroney tocols were signed in the fields of health, director, between 120 and 160 Ukrai
is scheduled to lay a wreath at the property development, tourism and nian political prisoners remain incar
monument to Ukrainian poet and industrial trade ventures.
cerated for political activity, religious
patriot Taras Shevchenko to focus
Mr. Onyschuk cited two major areas practices and other dissent. In the first
attention, both at home and abroad, on for possible Canadian government six months of 1989 alone, over 40
the ties of family and history that bind involvement, including investment Ukrainians were arrested and impri
the peoples of Canada and Ukraine,
protection and the need for direct soned, many ending up in psychiatric
assistance to upgrade Ukrainian mana
Mr. Roy also confirmed that the gerial skills. He also raised the need for hospitals.
On the eve of the prime minister's
prime minister would raise with Soviet government intervention in developing
President Gorbacliev, among other issues, better air links between Canada and the visit to the Soviet Union, Ms. Isajiw
urged the Canadian leader to raise the
the continued ban on the Ukrainian
Ukrainian republic and for Canada to
Catholic and Orthodox Churches in play a much greater role in the Chor issue of the persecution of both the
Ukrainian Catholic and Ukrainian
Ukraine and Canada's concern over the nobyl clean-up.
Orthodox Churches in Ukraine, along
environment, most notably in the
But, an even more basic problem, Mr. with the release of all prisoners of
aftermath of the Chornobyl nuclear Onyschuk observed, is the lack of a
conscience. Ms. Isajiw also brought up
accident.
Canadian diplomatic presence in Kiev. the need to establish a Canadian Con
With
the
United
States
and
France
back
sulate in Kiev.
Ukrainian contingent
on track favoring a Kiev Consulate апф
New political developments
' Folio wing the assistant deputy mi with West Germany and Finland having
nister's Canadian policy statement on already established consular represen
Dr. Krawchenko, director of the
Ukraine, Dr. Orest Rudzik, national tation in the Ukrainian capital, the time Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Stu
chairperson of the Canada-Ukraine is right for Canada to join this growing dies, covered the current political
Committee of the Ukrainian Canadian number of Western countries in recog developments in Ukraine and spoke
Committee, introduced the Ukrainian nizing the great potential of the Ukrai briefly on the need to expand cultural
contingent of the policy forum. Parti nian market.
and academic exchanges between Ca
On the issue of immigration and cipating in the formal discussions of the
nada and the Ukrainian republic.
Human rights perspective
cultural exchanges, Mr. Roy provided four major themes of the conference
Dr. Krawchenko emphasized the
detailed figures on the number of visas were: Bohdan Onyschuk, chairman of
The human rights perspective to the importance for the second largest
issued by the Canadian Embassy in the Ukrainian trade mission to Kiev and discussions was prepared by Ms. Isajiw republic in the Soviet Union, with a
Moscow. Of the some 11,800 visitor director of public relations for the of the World Congress of Free Ukrai population of over 50 million, to ex
visas issued by the embassy from Sep Ukrainian Canadian Professional and nians, who provided an in depth analysis pand its sovereignty in all spheres of its
tember 1988 to August 1989, it is Business Federation; Christina Isajiw, of the current human rights situation in political potential as part of the total
estimated that 35 percent, that is, over director of human rights for the World Ukraine.
decentralization process now evolving
4,100, were issued to Ukrainian na Congress of Free Ukrainians; Dr.
"Regarding human rights changes in in the USSR. He assured external
Bohdan Krawchenko, director of the Ukraine," stated Ms. Isajiw, ''perhaps affairs officials that Soviet decentraliza
tionals for travel to Canada.
Mr. Roy concluded his remarks with Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Stu the most important one seen to date, has tion does not signify chaos, and that
a fetv insights into the scheduled visit by dies in Edmonton; and John Gregoro- been the proliferation of journals, Canada should actively support this
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney to the vich, vice-president of the Canadian newspapers, communiques and other democrauc process. He cited one inte
Soviet Union. The prime minister, who Ukrainian Immigrant Aid Society.
officially approved and unofficial publi resting development which transpired
cations, together with the emergence of during his recent visit to Ukraine, when
organizations, associations and infor Ukrainian Communist Party leader
mal groups espousing various causes, Volodymyr Ivashko called upon the
such as the Ukrainian language, envi Ukrainian republic to establish its own
ronmental issues, cultural rebirth, missions and consulates around the
national symbols and identity, youth world.
issues, and now the emergence of the
Dr. Krawchenko also addressed the
strongest movement which encom upcoming republican elections in Upasses many of the other groups, the kraine scheduled for this spring. He told
Popular Movement of Ukraine for the forum participants that he foresees
Perebudova, known as Rukh."
a scenario where a new Ukrainian
Despite these major inroads in im political leadership may emerge as a
proving the human rights situation of result. He urged the Canadian govern
Ukraine, "there is the very strong ment to develop a foreign policy to
expression of uncertainty, lack of trust wards Ukraine, which would take these
in the present government, despair with new developments into account. The
the problems of ecology in Ukraine, and establishment of a Canadian Consulate,
a generally expressed fear that, despite in Kiev would be a popular and positive
the promises, there has been no substan development to that end.
tial political change," cautioned Ms.
He further urged the Canadian go
Isajiw.
vernment to develop a policy towards
''The ever-present uncertainty and the Popular Movement of Ukraine for
fear,'' continued Ms. Isajiw, "is also Perebudova, citing a recent poll taken
reinforced by the continued harass in the Ukrainian capital city of Kiev,
From left, Murray Fairweather (acting director general, USSR and Eastern ment of activists, such as members of where over 51 percent of the popula
Europe Bureau, Department of External Affairs and International Trade), Jacques the Ukrainian Helsinki Union, Ukrai tion supports the activities and objec
S. Roy (assistant deputy minister, Europe Branch, Department of External Affairs nian Cathc?!ics and others; detentions tives of Rukh. "Not bad," stated Dr.
and International Trade) and Orest Rudzik (chairperson of External Affairs by local police, 10- to 15-day prison Krawchenko, "for an organization that
Committee, Ukrainian Canadian Committee) during discussion between sentences and large fines for participa has received little, if any, positive media
government officials and Ukrainian Canadians.
tion in demonstrations or religious
(Continued on page 10)
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Ukraine agenda...
(Continued from page 9)
coverage in the republican and city
press.''
Addressing the question of cultural
and academic exchanges with Ukraine,
Dr. Krawchenko stressed that the ideals
and objectives of the Canadian Multiculturalism Act must be reflected in the
policies of External Affairs Depart
ment, He further emphasized that
"Ukrainian Canadian" culture is "Ca
nadian"' culture and that it should
receive a higher level of acceptance as
such when cultural groups are chosen to
represent Canada abroad. He also
expressed mdignation at the meager
amount of SI 10,000 allocated by the
Canadian government for cultural
exchanges with the Soviet Union.
Dr. Krawchenko concluded his re
marks with several proposals for the
. Department of External Affairs to take
into consideration, among them being:
for Canada to sign a cultural exchange
protocol directly with Ukraine; for the
Canadian government to establish a
Chair of Canadian Studies in several
Ukrainian universities; and to inaugu
rate special scholarships for Soviet
Ukrainian students for study in Ca
nada.
Immigration and refugees
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tor of the Ukrainian Resource and
Development Center at Grant MacEwan
Community College; Dr. Bohdan Bociurkiw, professor at Carleton Univer
sity; Dr. Roman Serbyn, professor at
the University of Quebec in Montreal;
Dr; Yurij Darewych, professor at York
University; Ihor Bardyn, chairperson of
the proposed Banff Economic Confe
rence on Canada-Ukraine trade rela
tions; Alexandra Chyczij, Toronto
Lawyer; Andrew Witer, former Mem
ber of Parliament; Ihor Broda, vicepresident of the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee (National); and local UCC
president, Lucy Hirniak.
Business opportunities
Mr. Naumovski, the deputy director
for USSR trade development, began the
discussion by stating the CanadaUkraine Foreign Policy Forum was his
first opportunity to hear the results of
the Ukrainian Canadian Trade Mission
to Kiev. He agreed with Mr. Onyschuk
that, indeed, there is business to be
conducted with the Ukrainian republic
and that a Canadian Consulate in Kiev
would assist Canadian businessmen
in seeking business opportunities with
Ukraine.
On the question of investment protec
tion, Mr. Naumovski informed the
Ukrainian delegation that the Canadian
government is in the process of nego
tiating with the Soviets an investment
protection agreement with a possible
announcement ready for the prime
minister's visit to the Soviet Union.
Mr. Stone, director of the USSR
Programs Division, briefly outlined
some of the cultural and academic
exchanges that exist between Canada
and Ukraine, citing several agreements
signed between the provinces of Alberta
ind Ontario with the Ukrainian re
public. He also agreed that a Canadian
Consulate in Kiev would be beneficial
for Canada.
One controversial issue that surfaced
from Mr. Stone's remarks, spawned by
a question from Dr. Darewych, was that
Mr. Stone considers no legal need for
Canada, as a countpr, to sign agree
ments with the Soviet republics. The
Canadian government, he stated, en
courages the signing of agreements
between Canadian provinces and the
constituent republics. His remarks did
not go unanswered.
On the refugee issue, Mr. Cowan of
the Department of Employment and
Immigration, reassured the Ukrainian
delegation that the self-designated class,
which applies to most Ukrainian re
fugees, will not be eliminated or changed
without the input of Ukrainian Cana^
dians. He also asked Mr. Onyschuk to
provide him with the names of the 100
Ukrainian students he had met from
Poland presently residing in Vienna,
who have expressed the desire to come
to Canada.

The final speaker of the CanadaUkraine Forum was Mr. Gregorovich,
chairman of the UCC's Civil Liberties
Commission, who spoke on immigra
tion and refugee-related issues. He
emphasized two major concerns of the
Ukrainian Canadian community, in
cluding the need for an annual allot
ment of several hundred places for
Ukrainian refugees in governmentsponsored refugee plaii^ and for the
continuation of the self-exiled persons
class. He informed the government
officials that the Canadian Embassy in
Vienna (the focal point for refugees
from Eastern Europe) is grossly under
staffed and that External Affairs should
redeploy its resources to compensate for
this inadequacy.
^
Mr. Gregorovich concluded by reite
rating the observation that a Canadian
Consulate in Kiev is need for Canada
to properly assess the changing political
and economic climate in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe.
In response to the four Ukrainian
position papers, Mr. Roy, the assistant
deputy minister for Europe, responded
quite favorably to the proposals given,
remarking that quite a few useful
suggestions were made by the Ukrai
nian Canadian delegation. He assured
the assembled that all proposals would
be given full consideration, noting that
the government will be held accoun
table at the next Canada-Ukraine
Foreign Policy Forum.
Following a brief coffee break, the
forum continued with a frank discus
Church issues
sion of the issues at hand under the
chairmanship of the national president
Dr. Bociurkiw spoke on the future
of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee, outlook for the Ukrainian Catholic and
Dr. Dmytro Cipywnyk.
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Taking part in the discussions from Churches, he emphasized that Prime
the Department of External Affairs and Minister Mulroney during his visit to
International Trade Canada were: the Soviet Union should publicly and
Murray Fairweather, acting director privately add support to the pending
general of the USSR and Eastern Soviet law on freedom of conscience (it
Europe Bureau; Lbu Naumovski, de 4s similar to the principles found in the
puty director of the USSR and Eastern Vienna agreement) and to the legaliza
Europe Trade Development Division; tion of the Ukrainian Catholic and
Martin Stone, director of the USSR Orthodox Churches in Ukraine. Dr.
and Eastern Europe Programs Divi Bociurkiw ateo urged the prime minister
sion; Graeme Clark of the USSR and to invite several Ukrainian bishops to
Eastern Europe Relations Division; and any official reception held by Canada
Hector Cowan, director of refugee during the Soviet visit.
affairs at Employment and Immigra
Dr. Krawchenko similarly urged the
tion Canada.
Canadian prime minister to meet with
Prominent guests in attendance
the Ukrainian deputies who are mem
comprising the Ukrainian delegation bers of Rwkh. Rukh^ he stressed, is not
j^cliidedrDr. Roman Petryshyn^ direc an underground oi^^nization, but is out
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in the open.
On the question of the growing
sovereignty of Soviet republics. Dr.
Krawchenko bluntly pointed out that
either Canada thinks it is a good
phenomenon, or it thinkjs it is bad. If
good, then Canada should begin to
build bridges with the developing
popular movements. Canadian foreign
policy should also stop thinking of the
Soviet republics as similar to Canadian
provinces.
Dr. Serbyn of Montreal raised the
issue of external affairs minister's recent
comments to reporters at the United
Nations in New York, where he is
reported to have said that if he were in
the Soviet government, he would be
concerned that the authority of the
government has been son ewhat dimi
nished by the growth of nationalism in
Ukraine and the Baltic republics.
Toronto lawyer Nestor Woychyshyn
.proposed that the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee should look to the Cana
dian International Development
Agency (CIDA) for possible interna
tional aid programs geared for the
Ukrainian republic.
For his part, former MP Witer
suggested that the prime minister should
have a debriefing session in early
December with the Ukrainian Cana
dian community following his visit to
the Soviet Union. This suggestion
received a positive reaction from
Graeme Clark of the External Affairs
Department.
The forum proceedings concluded

UNA works...
(Continued from page 5)
in outright persecution; that all
decisions in Ukraine are made not by
Ukrainians in Kiev but by Russians
in Moscow.
He also presented Soviet demo
graphic studies which showed the
substantial increase of the Russian
population of Ukraine during the
past 30 years pointing out that, just
as in the Baltic states, there is a
policy to move Russians into Ukraine and Ukrainians out of Ukraine.
During the question period follow
ing the presentation, one INS trainee
raised a brochure promoting travel
to Ukraine. She pointed out that the
brochure states "for more informa
tion, write," giving an address in
Moscow — not Kiev. The favorable
response from the trainees and INS
personnel demonstrated the value of
this addition to the basic INS train
ing progrum.
Mr. Iwanciw commented that "in
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with a brief overview of two major
Ukrainian Canadian proposals present
ed to the Department of External
Affairs.
Mr. Bardyn presented the proposal
for funding for the Banff Economic
Conference planned to bring together
members of the Ukrainian Canadian
community, federal and provincial
government officials, internationally
respected experts, and Soviet Ukrai
nians to address the major issues asso
ciated with changing Canada-Ukraine
relations. The conference, initiated by
the Ukrainian Canadian Professional
and Business Federation, is tentatively
scheduled for early February of 1990 at
the Banff Center in Banff, Alberta.
Dr. Petryshyn provided a synopsis of
a Ukrainian Canadian Committee
proposal for funding to carry out a Task
Force Review on the current interaction
between Canada and the Ukrainian
republic to define options for future
Canada-Ukraine relations. This study,
explained Dr. Petryshyn, would also
determine the impact that current
events in Ukraine are having on the
Ukrainian Canadian community.
The Department of External Affairs,
hosts of the half-day policy conference
on Canada-Ukraine relations, served a
luncheon buffet to the forum partici
pants with government officials
mingling in the crowd. A debriefing
session held by the Ukrainian Cana
dian Committee immediately followed
the luncheon in an adjoining conference
auditorium. A video of recent demon
strations in Ukraine was shown.
both the question period and in
private conversations during the
break, it was clear that many of the
participants were simply not aware '
of the famine,much less the Russification programs of today. It is
absolutely vital that the Ukrainian
American community concentrate
on educating government personnel on the front line of policy implemen- "^
tation and not just policy-makers in
the administration or the Congress. I
was heartened to find such a favorable
audience and am certain that when
those individuals are confronted with
Ukrainians seeking refugee status, '^
they will be more sensitive to the
conditions faced by the Ukrainian
applicants."
The UNA office plans to continue
working with INS officials in sensi
tizing both the policy-makers and the
interviewers who implement the
refugee policies of the U.S. govern
ment. Efforts are also under way to
try to resolve the problems asso
ciated with Ukrainians from Poland
seeking refugee status in the United
States.

Ohio Boychoir's Yuletide concerts
to include Leontovych's "Shcliedryk"
PARMA, Ohio t - The Ohio Boychoir which had sieh a successful tour
of Ukraine is scheniling five Yuletide
concerts during Ddlpmber.
The schedule incf
^ December 2,8J|.m.,Bruton Parish
Church in Williamsburg, Va.;
^ December 3, 4 p.m., St. Paul's
Church in Petersburg, Va.;
^ December 10, 3 p.m., Notre Dame
Educational Center in Chardon, Ohio;
9 December 15, 7:45 p.m., St.
Charles Church in Parma, Ohio;
^ December 17^ 7 p.m., St. Columbia
Cathedral in Youngstown, Ohio.
All concerts are free and open to all
with a goodwill offering accepted.
1 he program will include ''The Place
Of The Blest" by Randall Thompson
with a chambenorchestra of members^f

The Cleveland Orchestra Youth Or
chestra, "A Ceremony Of Carols" by
Benjamin Britten, "Glory To God In
The Highest" by Pergolesi, "Adoramus
Те" by Palestrina, "A Garland Of
Carols" by Alice Parker and "Shchedryk" (in Ukrainian) by Leontovych.
At Christmastime in 1990, the Ohio
Boychoir will travel to Salzburg, Austira, to sing "Vespers For Holy Inno
cents' Day" by J. Michael Haydn at that
city's great cathedral. The group is the
only boys' choir performing this work
since Michael Haydn, who was the
Domkapellemeister at this cathedral
where he composed these vespers for his
boychoir, died 200 years ago.
The Ohio Boychoir is planning tO
tour Ukraine again iu 1991.
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Gorbachev's...
(Continued from page 6)
strations will be seen in Kharkiv,
Odessa, Dnipropetrovske and through
out the entire territory of Ukraine. The
diaspora, capitalizing on the existing
laws of the USSR, must join in the
struggle of the Ukrainian nation for the
ideals expressed by the leading activists
of the Rukh movement, the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group, the Taras Shevchenko
Ukrainian Language Society and other
non-official patriotic groups.
Even with our limited financial
resources, the Ukrainian diaspora can
be truly helpful in the rebuilding of the
Ukrainian economy. We, free Ukrai
nians, must be the first to invest capital
in Ukraine. Foreign investors will only
use Ukraine for their own economic
advantage.
We should know how to intelligently
involve major American corporations
in the Ukrainian economy thus im
proving the international image of the
Ukrainian name. Great successes in
joint economic ventures would spread
among the Ukrainian population a
sense of pride in the Ukrainian name, a
sense of self-esteem and the belief that
Ukraine can compete in this world
independently from Russia. It would
also have the psychologically beneficial
effect of letting Ukraine's populace
know that their Ukrainian American
brothers and sisters have not forgotten
them and are helping them.
An important, concrete task faces the
Ukrainian diaspora. The Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences in Kiev, requests
help in publishing 100,000 copies of
Mykhailo Hrushevsky's 10-volume
"History of Ukraine-Rus' " for which
they lack sufficient paper and the
appropriate technology. The publica
tion of the once-forbidden monumental
works such as this obviously will ad
vance the process of national conscious
ness.
We should support the dissidents
financially because they instill motiva
tion to the struggle, but we must also
look for intelligent and nationally
oriented party members who, utilizing
the existing laws of the system under
which they live, would be able to gain
for the nation the rights necessary for its
spiritual rebirth, the return of sove
reignty to Ukraine and its free political
existence.
Intellect and capital are the weapons
in our struggle for improving the
destiny of the Ukrainian nation and in
the achievement of our ultimate goal
which was pronounced on January 22,
1918, in Kiev. However, we must be
tactful, not allowing ourselves to be
provoked by our surreptitious enemy.
Timing is critically important. We must
not take uncalculating steps. The Ukrai
nian nation needs time to gather
strength.
Close communication and careful,
albeit committed, cooperation of the
Ukrainian diaspora with the forces of
restructuring in Ukraine will help lead
to economic growth and this will
strengthen the self-image and re-esta
blish the authority and stature of the
Ukrainian nation among Ukrainians, as
well as the entire world.
If we act in a united and intelligent
manner in the economic sphere, as is
done by the Baltic countries, then the
Russians will also gain respect for us
and begin to treat us as an equal
partner. Without economic success we
will perish because no one, especially
not the United States or Western
Europe, is interested in the weak and the
economically impotent. The weak exist
solely to the advantage of the strong.
In order to be successful in helping
the Ukrainian nation in this historic
lime of transition, we-must plan intelli
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gently and realistically and carry out
these carefully thought out plans with
diligence. This responsibility stands
before the Ukrainian diaspora, united
in the World Congress of Free Ukrai
nians, and there is no question that we
will fulfill this responsibility with
distinction.

Historical precedents cause the Ukrainian diaspora to carefully question
the sincerity of Gorbachev's slogans
glasnost and perestroika. Be that as it
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to the CSCE Conference on Eco
logy to be held in Sofia, Bulgaria, in
October. At this conference Dr. Marpies will present position papers con
cerning Ukrainian environmental con
cerns.
Dr. Yuriy Shcherbak, head of the
ecological organization Zelenyi Svit
(Green Worid), invited the Ecological
Commission of the WCFU to its conven
tion to be held in Kiev on October 2629.
The Ukrainian Canadian Committee,
with its influence on the Canadian

We should support ihe dissidents financially because
they instill motivation to the struggle, but we must also
look for intelligent and nationally oriented party
members who, utilizing the existing laws of the system
under which they live, would be able to gain for the
nation the rights necessary for its spiritual rebirth, the
return of sovereignty to Ukraine and its free political
existence.
may, free Ukrainians must take advan
tage of the Soviet economic and politi
cal crisis to help the Ukrainian nation
become economically, culturally and
politically stronger.
Irrespective of Mikhail Gorbachev's
promises for democratization or the
legitimate fears of new Soviet repres
sions on our nation, the Ukrainian
diaspora, relying on the international
dictates of the United Nations and the
Helsinki Accords, must continue to
protect the cause of the Ukrainian
nation in the realm of human rights and
the national rights of language, religion,
culture, freedom and sovereignty. This
struggle must continue until the time
when the Ukrainian nation will become
the free master on its own land.
Toward this end, much success has
been achieved by the World Congress of
Free Ukrainians Human Rights Com
mission which has testified many times
before the governments in Washington
and Ottawa. In summary, the WCFU
has participated in international confe
rences in Ottawa (May 1985); Nairobi
(July 1985); Budapest (October 1985);
Bern (April 1985); Vienna (November
1986); Washington (December 1987)
and Venice (February 1988). In April
1987, the WCFU participated in a press
conference concerning demands from
the Soviet government to free all politi
cal prisoners.
In June of this year, in Paris, the
president of the WCFU, Yuri Shymko,
made a presentation on the topic of
ecology in Ukaine as well as on human
and national rights.
In October 1987, the executive direc
tor of the Human Rights Commission,
at the mvitation of the Canadian go
vernment, presented the problem of
continued persecution of Ukrainian
individuals and groups, and the con
tinued persecution of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group, all of whom empha
size the importance of national rights
and religious freedom. She affirmed
that, regarding these rights, no im
provements have taken place in Ukraine, during the period of Gorba
chev's restructuring.
The Ecological Commission was
formed at the fifth congress of the
WCFU with branches in Germany,
Australia and Canada. Position papers
prepared by this committee were pre
sented by Mr. Shymko in June of this
year at the Paris Conference on the
Human Dimension which is part of the
Helsinki Process.
The Ecological Commission was
instrumental in the appomiment ot Ur.
David Marples as a Canadian delegate

government, is doing everything pos
sible to assure economic, cultural and
political contact between Canada and
Ukraine during this time of restruc
turing. The UCC is also encouraging
Ukrainian businessmen and profes
sionals to keep close economic and
cultural as well as political ties with
Ukraine and to support the national
movements during this critical time of
restructuring.
The UCC supports the Canadian
Professionals and Businesspersons
Federation who at this very time have a
group of 60 members touring Ukraine
and investigating possibilities of helping
her.
The Ukrainian Congress Committee

CSCE meeting...
(Continued from page 3)
public gatherings.
The activities culminated on Novem
ber 3 when 5,000 Bulgarian citizens
rallied outside the National Assembly
for democracy and glasnost in what was
the country's first massive public pro
test in four decades of Communist rule.
At the same time, Eco-Glasnost pre
sented a petition on environmental
problems with 11,500 signatures to the
National Assembly officials.
j
A week later, on November l6, the
Stalinist Bulgarian Communist Party
chief, Todor Zhivkov, retired, after
serving in that capacity for 351 years.
Other transformations in Bulgaria
soon followed.
I
Ukrainians'concerns
The Ecological Commission of the
World Congress of Free Ukrainians
sent its representative to the Sofia
meeting. Dr. David Marples of the
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Stu
dies, who is the author of two books on
the Chornobyl nuclear accident.
Dr. Marples attended the conference
proceedings as a guest of th^ Canadian
delegation headed by E)erfek Fraser,
Canada's ambassador to Hungary.
While in Sofia on October 16-19, the
WCFU representative met with Hunga
rian and Bulgarian environmentalists
and members of participating states'
delegations, and he distributed copies of
his article titled "An Analysis of the
Ecological Situation in Ukraine."
Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine, based in Newark, N.J., sent
copies of a memorandum on Ukraine's
ecological problems to the Washington
embassies of Helsinki Accords signa
tory states. The memorandum noted
"the radioactive and chemical pollu
tion in Ukraine which has reached

of America created the so-called "COUK
cil on Defense and Aid to Ukraine" with
the respoiisibiiity of cultural and econo
mic help to Ukraine during this time of
cultural and national crisis. The UCCA
in the spring of this year, called on all
Ukrainian Americans to help in the field
of tourism and by providing computers.
The Ukrainian American Coordi
nating Council also pledged its support
for the Ukrainian Helsinki Group and
the Popular Movement of Ukraine for
Perebudova, or Rukh, and called for all
Ukrainian Americans to help technolo
gically for the purpose of strengthening
the Ukrainian economy.
The Committee on National Rights
was formed in 1986. In 1987-1988 it
commemorated the 50th anniversary of
the tragedy at Vinnytsia in the Cana
dian Parliament in Ottawa.
The World Congress of Free Ukrai
nians supports the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group, Rukh, the Shevchenko Ukrai
nian Language Society and all organi
zations which struggle for democratiza
tion and restructuring in Ukraine and
strive for a sovereign and politically
independent nation.
Assistance to Ukraine at this time is
not sufficiently organized. Rigorous
and serious analysis, planning and
intelligently organized action by a body
created within the WCFU, which would
be composed of highly qualified and
politically knowledgeable individuals,
would certainly allow the Ukrainian
diaspora more success in its efforts to
assist Ukraine in its aspirations for
democratization and restructuring.
The Ukrainian diaspora will be
assured of success in helping Ukraine
during these important times if it unites
all resources and in unity, without
quarrels, overcomes all obstacles on its
joint path to the economic and political
independence of today's Ukraine.
disastrous propositions."
Enclosed with the memorandum was
a copy of Dr. Marples' article on the
Zelenyi Svit (Green World) ecological
organization of Ukraine, which appeared in the October 1 issue of The Weekly.

Honchar's...
(Continued from page 7)
this work.
He concludes, stating that the present
translation is a product of іпе merging
of two texts, both having been worked
on without knowledge of the other. The
synthesis of the two texts hopes to offer
the reader a worthy rendition of a work
"where love gave birth to poetry."
The translation also provides expla
natory notes,which are appended to the
text of the narrative. The cover design
for the novel was done by Juriy Hura, a
Philadelphia-based Ukrainian artist.
The preparation of this volume was
made possible in part from the Na
tional Endowment for the Humanities.
The work may be acquired from the
publisher at an initial discount price of
S15. Orders may be placed with St.
Sophia Religious Association, 7911
Whitewood Road, Elkins Park, Pa.,
19117.
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Patrick, Paslawsky prominent at golf tourney Tryzub hosts tennis tournament
MONTAGUE, N.J. - Saturday,
September 30, dawned sunny and mild
on 64 enthusiastic golfers who took part
in the 10th annual Ukrainian Sitch Golf
Outing here at the High Point Country
Glub.
The sun shone particularly brightly
on two golfers, Frank Patrick, who won
for the fifth time in 10 tournaments with
a blazing f o u r - o v e r - p a r 77, and on
Nestor Paslawsky, who not only won
the closest to the pin contest but did it in
imposing style with the first hole in one
scored at any Ukrainian golf tourna
ment on the East Coast in 12 years.
Mr. Paslawsky, an all-American
volleyball player in his youth, showed
his ability on the golf course with a very
impressive 125-yard wedge shot to the
v e r y difficult 18th g r e e n , t h e ball
landing roughly 30 feet higher than the
pin and rolling gently down the slope
into the hole. Needless to say, he was the
hit of the evening's festivities especially
since, according to tradition, he had to
buy drinks for the house.
A m o n g o t h e r w i n n e r s , were the
following players: second low grossJoe Pospisil with a 79; first low net in
the A Division - George Baer with a
71; second low net - Walter Wynarczuk with a 72; and third low net was
won by a guest, Rick McKeon with a 73.

In the first division, first low net was
won by Bob Duda with a 74; second low
net was won by George Polansky with a
74; a n d t h i r d low net was won by
Roman Wolczak, likewise with a 74.
The long drive contest was won by
guest, Jim Palmer, with a prodigious
drive of some 280 yards while the award
for the most improved golfer went to
Walter Marusczak, who improved on
his prior year's score by 44 strokes. This
year's most honest golfer was new
comer Eugene Kuziw who shot a 143.
The golf committee, consisting of
Bohdan Harasym, George Tarasiuk
and Nestor Olesnycky, thanked the
many corporate and individual spon
sors who made this 10th annual tourna
ment the best ever in terms of prizes.
Among individual donors of funds for
the tournament were Nick Salata, Jim
P a l m e r a n d Stefan T a t a r e n k o . As
usual, the corporate and business
sponsors were led by the Ukrainian
N a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t i o n , the Self R e 
liance (Newark, N.J.) Federal Credit
Union, Lytwyn and L y ^ y n Home for
Funerals, Dnister Real Estate, Fish,
Field SL Olesnycky, Attorneys at Law,
T r i d e n t F e d e r a l Savings and L o a n
Association, the Alexander E. Smal
Company, Sunday Realty and Scope
Travel Inc.

Participants of Tryzub 's
H O R S H A M , P a . - D u r i n g the
weekend of October 14-15, the Tennis
Club of USO Tryzub hosted the second
annual fall tennis tournament here at
Tryzubivka.
The tournament was held in three
a g e / s e x c a t e g o r i e s . In the w o m e n ' s
competition, Slava Lee Pawlichka won
first place with her wins over Ivanka

KOBASNIUK TRAVEL INC.
157 Second Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10003
(212) 254-8779
(800) 535-5587

Establiihed 1920
-

7 0 YEARS OF EXPERIENGE

-

CELEBRATE

CHRISTMAS
OR

EPIPHANY
in LVIV

fall tennis tournament.
Fedyk, 6-3, 6-1, and her sister, Marijka
Tatunchak, 6-1, 6-2.
Ms. Fedyk becamea runner-up with
the win over Ms. Tatunchak, 2-6,6-4,60.
In the junior group, Joseph Proc
from Allentown Pa., defeated Marko
Malseed, 6-1,6-1, to capture first place.
In the largest division, the senior men's
group, George Sawchak won the final
match against George Hrabec(KLKBoston), 6-0, 6-2, to take first place.
Third place in the senior group went
to Jerry Tymkiw, who won the feed-in
consolation tournament finals, defeat
ing Walter Dziwak, 6-1, 6-2.
At the closing ceremonies trophies
were presented by Ihor Chyzowych,
p r e s i d e n t of U S D T r y z u b , R o m a n
Fedyk, tennis coordinator, and Mr.
Sawchak, tournament director.
During this tournament the players
were treated by the host club to lunch,
snacks and drinks. After the closing
ceremonies a reception was held at
Tryzub's hall for players, guests and
interested individuals as part of the
tournament activities. The reception
was prepared by ladies of Tryzub, with
Marijka Chyzowych in charge.
The next tournament at Tryzubivka
will be held in early May 1990. The USO
Tryzub Tennis Club invites all Ukrai
nian players to participate in the club's
activities and to become its members.

HVCVLKA

Icon 8L Souvenir's Distribution
2860 Buhre Ave. Suite 2R
Bronx, NY 10461
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Drach comments...
(Continued from page 8)
which is leaving, which must leave, and which must
give the new forces a chance. And I believe absolutelv
in these new forces that will come to cooperate with the
Rukh and with the Communists who work within
Rukh. And in this way, through joint efforts, we will
be able to raise all those terrible, heavy, unbelievably
heavy loads that confront us right now. I think that
[this is truej even for those people who right now are
still somehow taking stock of the situation, who feel
that, well, who knows how it will all turn out.
You know, it's like that ancient Rus' hero riding
along on a horse, when suddenly he sees several roads
in front of him. On one stone it says: "Ride this way
and you will not find your head." On another: "You
will face fire and water." And there is some third
variant. And we have the exact same situation now;
and I think, not just for Ukraine, but for the Soviet
Union in general, and for Gorbachev's team as well.
And here we have these variants, and there will
probably be no other way out. Either the Chinese
variant — i.e., either what Deng Xiaoping resorted to,
this 85-year-old man, when he gave the command to
shoot, no longer his sons, but his grandsons and greatgrandsons. This is simply unbelievable. When you
think about it, your soul shudders from horror at what
happened. Or there is the Polish-Hungarian variant,
which also exists for this hero who paused and is
thinking about which way to go.
I think that it will be neither the Chinese nor the
Polish-Hungarian variants. It will be a unique variant.
But at least insofar as it depends upon me and upon
Rukh, I think that we will take pains to make sure that
this variant will, after all, be closer to the West.
Because, when speaking about a common European
home and the ideas that were \o\ccd by Gorbachev in
West Germany, one must not forget that the geogra
phical center of Europe is in Ukraine. You know that.
So, if this is the case, at least geographically, 1 think
that we will not be doing everything possible in order
to drum out and run this Ukraine out of that European
home. Because it must be an equal, authoritative,
sovereign and honest partner in this common
European home.
Solchanyk: You know, I mentioned these people,
these comrades, because they are, after all, the
representatives of the party leadership. Unfortunately,
or perhaps not unfortunately, Ivan Drach is not the
ideological secretary of the Central Committee of the

UKRAINIAN
SPORTS
JACKETS
w/ TRYZUB
EMBLEM
Нгуу, bhck, гоуг\ colors
S, M, L, XL, XXL, sizes
545.00, plus S3.00 shipping
TRIDENT APPAREL CO.
P.O. Box 9 1 8 3 7
Long Beach, CA. 9 0 8 0 9 - 1 8 3 7
(213) 4 3 9 3 8 7 8
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Communist Party of Ukraine. Perhaps this will come
about one day, I dont know. But to the point. We have
referred to the attitude of certain people in the
leadership of the Ukrainian party. You were at the
meeting with the general secretary of the CPSU
Central Committee, Gorbachev, in February with
Ukrainian writers.
Not long ago, Gorbachev was in Kiev again in
connection with the Central Committee plenum of the
Ukrainian party. Could you perhaps tell us, our
listeners actually, what went on there? Dmytro
Pavlychko mentioned a number of things in Literturna Ukraina. It seems that Gorbachev was very
concerned that Rukh is some sort of an opposition
party, and Pavlychko made great efforts to rectify this
illusion or this mistake. Someone must have slipped
this to Gorbachev; I dont know who. In any case,
concretely, what took place at that meeting in Kiev m
February?
And secondly, I noticed that after the Ukrainian
plenum Soviet central television broadcast short
segments of conversations \^hich took place between
Gorbachev and people in Kiev, one of whom asked
him specifically about his attitude towards Rukh. He
did not give a direct answer. He said that he felt that
there should be cooperation with all the movements;
the party respects them and needs their help. But, and
this is a big but, I am against, or we are against, or the
party is against, destructive movements and destruc
tive individuals. In a word, you had a chance to talk to
Gorbachev personally on this topic in February and
perhaps again later. What does he know about Rukh,
about the situation in Ukraine, and about perestroika
in Ukraine?
Well, I think that perhaps a leader of Gorbachev's
rank, if you were in his position, or I, or any qne of us,
you must, after all, understand him in this obviously
difficult situation that he finds himself as the leader of
the country. And when there are, so to speak, certain
indications that all of this is evolving and can evolve
into a Baltic-type scenario or an Azerbaidzhani
scenario - I have in mind the Azerbaidzhan Popular
Front; you know what the situation there is like now
— then, probably you also would express the same
kinds of fears and would attempt io somehow assure
certain forces. And especially in such an uncommonly
complicated and, so to say, potentially important
region in every sphere such as Ukraine. You also
would probably say something to the same effect.
And here I give Gorbachev his due — his intelli
gence, tact and discretion. After having listened to
such an unequivocal speech as was given at the plenum

of the Ukrainian party by the first secretary of the
Odessa Obkom, Kriuchkov, where the latter threw
mud on Rukh, and having listened to similar attacks
by Yelchenko at the Central Committee plenum in
Moscow, where he referred to "the so4;alled
Rukh," This so-called ideological secretary of ours
has, so to say, gone that far. After all of these thi igs,
after all this active rage and the attacks upon him in
order that he clearly define his position — he still
found it possible to take a careful stand on this issue,
saying that we, after all, support these popular
movements insofar as the positive aspects of trieir
programs are concerned. Clearly, if I were in the
position of the general secretary, I would have also
said about the same thing.
Nahaylo: But what do you think about Gorbachev
and Ukraine? His visit in February was very
ambivalent. On the one hand, he did not criticize
Shcherbytsky directly and did not distance himself
from him; on the other hand, he, so to speak, said that
the leadership must be changed if it is stagnant and so
on. What were your impressions at that meeting?
What is his over-all attitude toward Ukraine? And,
strictly speaking, does he sense that there is some kind
of a Ukrainian question?
He IS a person who is uncommonly quick at
perceiving a situation. When he met with us, Ukrai
nian writers, he posed a literary riddle. He asked us if
we knew who wrote: "My Ukraine. I need nothing else
in the world but to hear your voice and to look after
your tenderness." And who wrote this? Tychyna, he
asked? And he was told that, no, obviously this was
Malyshko. But when a person who is in contact with
writers can act this way, establish contact, move
towards so.me sort of understanding, then you must
realize yourselves that it is clear that Ukraine itself,
and the concept of Ukraine, is not alien for Gorba
chev.
I think that there is something here — well, perhaps
from his childhood upbringing in the Stavropol
region, where there are a large number of Ukrairians
— some sentiment towards Ukraine, and his positive
attitude could be felt. But, certainly, for him these
generaf interests, the general interests of the er tire
Soviet Union, were of primary importance.
And, after all, let us not forget that it is we who are
sitting here together at Radio Liberty. And I have the
courage to answer both your dangerous and 3 our
harmless questions, precisely because there is Gorba
chev, there is this so-called perestroika, and every
thing that is tied to the name of this unique mao
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UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Monthly reports for August
DISBURSEMENTS FOR AUGUST 1989

RECORDING DEPARTMENT
MEMBERSHIP REPORT
TOTAL AS OF JULY 1989
6AIN9 IN AUGUST
New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Change class in
Transferred from Juv. Dept...
TOTAL GAINS:
LOSSES IN AUGUST

Juv.
18,082

Adults
46,745

ти
6,075

Toffls
70,902

54
34
3
2

77
101

11

142
135
11
5
4

4

Suspended
Transferred out..
Change of class out
Transferred to adults
Wed
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Extended insurance
Cert, terminated

7
2
2
4
2
50
32
24

TOTAL LOSSES:
INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP:
GAINS IN AUGUST

123

-

S60,484.96
119,084.00
81,334.00
157.39
188.30
2,929.88
1,499.49
190.70
1,800.00
1,482.00
5,000.00

297 lofeL

zmz

"
.

Paid To Or For Members:
Cash Surrenders
Endowments Matured
Death Benefits
Interest On Death Benefits
Payor Death Benefits
Reinsurance Premiums Paid
Dividend Accumulations Ret'd...
Dues From Members Returned..
Indigent Benefits Disbursed
Trust Fund Disbursed
Scholarships

15
3
3

31
2

53
7
5
4
92
130
90
118

90
80
58
94

2

16

18

345

49

517

S274,150.72

Operating Expenses:
Washington Office
Real Estate
Svoboda Operation
Official Publication-Svoboda
Organizing Expenses:
Advertising
Medical Inspections
Reward To Special Orgahizations
Reward To Branch Secretaries
Reward To Organizers...
Traveling Expenses-Special OrganizersField Conferences

512,631.55
270,532.73
99,381.49
60,000.00
51,612.25
820.70
1,346.16
445.65
334.64
128.75
312.80

іш:.

Paid-up
Extended insurance
TOTAL GAINS:
LOSSES IN AUGUST
Died
Cash surrender...
Reinstated
Lapsed
TOTAL LOSSES:
TOTAL U N A MEMftEftSHII^
AS OF AUGUST, 1 9 8 9 . ^ —

24
5

94
14

29

108

25
5
5

40
34
7
5

35

86

18,046

46.611

118
19

—

137

Total

121
6,041

70,698

WALTER SOCHAN
Supreme Secretary

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
INCOME FOR AUGUST 1989
Dues From Members
Income From "Svoboda" Operation
Investment Income:
Bonds
Certificate Loans
Mortgage Loans
Banks
Stocks
Real Estate

1209,037.85
96.648.93

Total.,

^746.371:^0

1435,616.08
1.991.82
44,360.48
6,611.52
4.094.07
253.699.73

Refunds:
Taxes Federal, State і City On Employee Wages..
Fraternal Activity Ret'd........
Taxes Held In Escrow
Employee Hospitalijation Plan Premiums
Official Publication "Svoboda".
Investment Exp. Ret'd
Insurance Ret'd
Dividend To Members Refd
Scholarship Ret'd....
Postage Ret'd

149.963.44
1.870.00
1.500.00
1.278.69
34.615.17
200.00
170.00
19.82
675.00
17.50

Total..,

S90.309.62

Miscellaneous:
Donations To Emergency Fund
Sale of "Ukrainian Encyclopaedia"
Transfer Account

S31.32
1,040.00
458,513.39

Total..

S459.584.7r

investments:
Bonds Matured Or Sold
Mortgages Repaid
Certificate Loans Repaid

Я.199,863.77
85,128.43
16,127.31

^btal^„
'..
Income Fo^Augast. 1989

.

S5,000.95

Payroll, Insurance And Taxes:
Salary Of Executive Officers
Salary Of Office Employee
Employee Benefit Plan
Taxes-Federal, State And City On Employee Wages...

.
..„...—...................................................

Я.301.119.51
S2.903J7O2"

515,428.75
38,171.84
32,413.49
54,247.95
5140,262.03

General Expenses:
Actuarial And Statistical Expenses
Furniture і Equipment..
General Office Maintenance
Insurance Department Fees
Operating Expense Of Canadian Office...
Postage
..„
Printing and Stationery
Rental Of Equipment And Services
Telephone, Telegraph
Traveling Expenses-General

52,000.00
353.93
3,39546
321.88
169.04
4,762.00
795.22
276.35
1,648.13
1,216.99

ToteL

514.939.00

Miscellaneous:
Expenses Of Annual Session
Investment Expense-Mortgages...
Ukrainian Publications
Youtti Sports Activities
Fraternal Activities
Donations
Loss On Canadian Exchange
Transfer Account
Tax Canadian Investment

5219.60
200.00
95.00
512.00
334.50
16,451.00
3,354.65
458,463.39
4,140.00

Total...

5483,770.14

Investments:
Bonds
....,
Mor^ages
Stock
Certificate Loans...
Real Estate

51,172,617.96
128,825.59
4,069.07
3,991.82
80,007.67

Total
Disbursements For August. 1989...

51.389.512.11
52.mi80.72

BALANCE
ASSETS
Cash
Bonds
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loans
Real Esbite
Printing Plant 4 E.D.P.
Equipment
Stocks
Loan To D.H. - U.N.A.
Housing Corp
Loan To U.N.U.R.C
Totel

„.....

S331.039.ll
48,000,328.63
5,422,473.09
612,346.93
2,289,097.21

LIABILITIES
Life Insurance.
Accidental D.D.......
Fraternal....
Orphans
Old Age Home.....
Emerfeancy

562,385,829.19
1,748,206.35
(280,657.37)
389,564.36
(553,153.08)
71,715.59

306,842.88
1,374,826.15
104,551.04
5,320,000.00
S63,761,505.04

Total

563,761,505.04
ULANA DIACHUK
Supreme Treasurer
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Increased militancy...
(Continued from page 2)
proposed strike, USSR Minister of the
Coal Industry Mikhail Shchadov went
on Soviet television to affirm that the
main demands advanced by the miners
had now been met. In particular, the
amount of housing construction com
missioned for 1990 has been raised to 3
million square meters, compared with
2.6 million in 1989, Mr. Shchadov also
maintained that payment for night
shifts had been arranged, and a draft
law on pensions had been submitted to
the government.
Mine administration has also re
portedly been extensively decentralized,
while the number of staff who "merely
sit and demand" the level of coal
output - the proverbial bureaucrats of
a command economy — is to be cut.
Although it agreed to postpone a
renewed strike, the RSSKD was far
from satisfied with the current situa
tion, and its members appeared on
Soviet television in mid-October to
complain bitterly that the various
demands of the miners had continually
been put off, particularly those concening vacations and pensions. It insisted
that a government commission be sent
to Donetske on October 17 to confirm
that the miners' demi^nds would be met
UKRAINIAN
TYPEWRITERS
also other languages complete
line of office nnachines fii
equipment.

JACOB SACHS
251 W. 98th St.
New York. N. Y 10025
Tel (212) 222 6683
7 days a week

without further delay.
Recent events have hardly pacified
the strike leaders. The violent murder of
a Donetske strike leader in mid-October
appeared to many miners to be
politically motivated, especially as the
man in question was conducting an
investigation into corruption in the
mines! Although the most recent vote
on a strike rejected the motion, a
number of mines in the Donets Basin
did stop work for several hours and, in
at least one case, for 24 hours.
In short, while, in voting against a
strike, the Donbas miners may have
been anxious not to be seen to be
"holding the country to ransom,'' they
are clearly dissatisfied with the existing
situation. Development prior to the
summer coal strike suggested that
economic motives were uppermost, but
the aftermath of the strike had, by
August, acquired a political dimension,
indicating that the miners have no faith
in the Communist Party's willingness or
ability to alleviate their predicament
and that they are interpreting
perebudova in its widest sense — i.e.,
that only they themselves are capable of
restructuring the industry and resolving
its fundamental problems.
Neither the Ministry of the Coal
ATTENTION OFFICERS AND MEMBERS
OF BRANCH 183
The annual meeting of Branch 183, Ivan
Mazepa, Detroit, Mich., will be held on
Sunday, December 3, 1989, at 1:30 p.m.
at the Ukrainian Michigan League, 6690
Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich. Agenda reports for 1989 ^ election of Branch
officers for 1990. - Secretary, Branch
183, Catherine E. Nazark, 37512 N. Laurel
Park, Livonia, Ml 48152.1-313-591-6157.

НАША
КУХНЯ
UKRAINIAN
AMERICAN
COOKBOOK
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to break evenfinancially— and it must
be remembered that most Donets Basin
mines are currently operating at a loss.

Industry nor the trade union
organizations have acted with the sort
of resolve that the miners desire.
Moreover, many miners in Ukraine still
appear to he unhappy with the way in
which coal mining is organized. For
the Soviet authorities, a temporary
reprieve has been granted for the winter
of 1989-1990 in Ukraine. The RSSKD,
however, appears to be here to stay. In
addition to longer vacations and higher
pensions for miners, it has also insisted,
with some justification, that the
government must raise the price of coal.
It is of small benefit for self-governing
mine associations to have the authority
to sell coal without central control if
prices are too low to enable the mines

Despite criticism of its activities, the
RSSKD has at least ensured that after a
decade of relative neglect, the
Ukrainian coal miners have established
a determined and increasingly powerful
watchdog that will ensure that the
demands of the summer strike are
neither forgotten nor ignored.
I. Sotsialisticheskayalndustriya(October
21) reported the death of Aleksandr
Sotnikov, a strike leader from Donetske,
who was evidently bludgeoned to death in
the town of Zvereve in Donetske Oblast.

БУРЛАЦЬКИЙ
ЛЕЩЕТАРСЬКИЙ ТАБІР
для старших пластунів
Вам відомо про БЛТ1988 р. та жапувапи, що втратипи!
Не жапуйте ЦЬОГО року - Голосіться якнайскорше!
ВІД 26-го г р у д н я 1989 р о к у
д о 1-го с і ч н я 1990 р.
M o n t T r e m b l a n t , Quebec, Canada
Табір приймає на підставі порядку одержаних
зголошень і заплат.

По дальші інформації:
Орест Огар - (313) 662-1763 вечорами 9:30-12:30;
Данко Небеш - (301) 596-0653; Vapac Яцишин - (216) 886-2434

WE ARE ACCEPTING
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
IN THE WEEKLY
We invite our readers, organizations, businessmen, merchants and individuals to relay
their Christmas greetings in The Ukrainian Weekly. What better way to make your traditional
holiday greetings unique, distinctive and memorable?
RATE: for ads measuring 1 inch by 1 column ail larger ads - S5.00 per column/inch

S7.00

Deadlines: D e c e m b e r 12, 1 9 8 9 (for December 24 issue)
D e c e m b e r 19, 1 9 8 9 (for January 9 issue)
Send your special Christmas greeting, along with the approoriate fee, to:

Ш limited second edition

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY

Ш traditional and unique
recipes

30 Montgomery Street

Jersey City, N J 07302

Ш 182 pages of good
reading and eatmg
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December 1-2
SAN DIEGO: The House of Ukraine,
which is a member of The House of
Pacific Relations, International Cot
tages, located in Balboa Park, will
participate in the annual Christmas on
the Prado celebration. All of the 28
member-nations will sell ethnic food
from 4 to 9 p.m., on both days. Christ
mas carolling and Ukrainian art displays
will be a highlight. All museums will also
be open, free of charge, to the public. For
more information call (619) 487-9276.
December 2
NEWARK, N.J.: The Mothers' Club of
St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic
School will sponsor a St. Nicholas
program, in the school gym, 762 Sandford Ave. St. Nicholas'office will be open
9-9:30 a.m., 11 a.m.-noon, and 2-2:30
p.m. Only one package per recipient will
be accepted.
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Museum
will begin a two-session program on
Ukrainian Christmas traditions, 1 to 4
p.m. The second session is scheduled for
Saturday, December 9. It is open to
adults and children over age 16. Tickets
are SI5 for adults, S10 for seniors and
students over 16. Museum members are
entitled to a 15 percent discount. For
more information call the museum, (212)
228-0110.
U N I O N D A L E , N.Y.: St. Michael's
Orthodox Center, 236 Newport Road,
will hold its annual Christmas bazaar, t-5
p.m., featuring "Baba's Kitchen." For
more information call Lesia Gural, (516)
681-6473, or the center, (516) 481-9560.
WARREN, Mich.: The Ukrainian Ame
rican Bar Association of Michigan and
the Ukrainian Justice Committee will
hold a town meeting on "The OSI:
American Justice on Trial," at 2 p.m. in
St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Church,
McKinley at Ryan Road. The featured
guest, will be Ohio Rep. Janies A. Traficant who will speak on the alleged
cover-up by the Justice Department's
Office of Special Investigations in the
Demjanjuk case. For more information
call Jaroslaw Dobrowolskyj, (313) 9626046.
CHICAGO: Pianist Mykola Suk, in his
first U.S. concert tour, will perfortn in

Heritage Foundation...
(Continued from page 4)
dancers suitable for framing, and a
brochure, describing the video. For SIO,
donors receive a poster. Anyone wish
ing t o ^ e t the video a n ^ l m a l : ^ ^ dona
tion should ^/г^ШґКТ Ukrainian Heri
tage Foundation, 2047 Wingate Road,
Poland, Ohio, 44514. Please include an
additional SS for postage and handling,
i l l i e meeting was concluded with a
banquet and dance at the hotel. Many
from Pittsburgh were in attendance.
H o n o r e d guests were the Rt. Rev.
Andrew Beck and Msgr. Michael Paloway.
Mr. Wpjoshyn introduced the offi
cers of the foundation and Judge and
Mrs. Andy Boyko of Parma, Ohio.
Also introduced were Michael Komichak, host of the Ukrainian Hour radio

PREVIEW OF EVENTS

For more information call (216) 5212050.

concert at the Ukrainian Institute of
Modern Art, 2318 W. Chicago Ave., at
7:30 p.m. The Kiev pianist will perform
compositions by Beethoven, Skoryk,
Bartok and Liszt. For more information
call (312) 227-5522. A donation of S15 is
requested.

Decembers
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Museum
will host a two-session Christmas decora
tions workshop, open to children as well
as adults, 2-4 p.m. at the museum, 203
Second Ave. The second session is set for
December 10. Fee for each session is S4
for adults, S3.50 for seniors and students
over 12, S3 for members and free for
children age 7-12. For more information
call the museum, (212) 228-0110.

December 2-3
HARTFORD: The Hartford branch of
the Ukrainian National Women's League
of America will hold its annual fair, 10
a.m. - 5 p.m. on Saturday, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
on Sunday, at St. Michael's Ukrainian
Catholic School hall, 125 Wethersfield
Ave.; parking and admission are free. For
more information call (203) 242-8174.

HOLMDEL, N X : St. Wolodymyr the
Great Ukrainian Catholic Church will
hold its annual Christmas bazaar, 10 a.m.
- 3 p.m. at ;he Holmdel Firehouse, Route
520. For more information call Dr.
Margaret Zakanycz, (201) 671-3465.

WASHINGTON: A Christmas bazaar
and annual book sale will be held, 10 a. m.
- 4 p.m. on Saturday, and 1 - 4 p.m. on
Sunday, at the Ukrainian Catholic
National Shrine of the Holy Family, 4250
Harewood Road NE. For further infor
mation call the national shrine, (202) 5263737.

PARMA, Ohio: The Ukrainian National
Women's League of America will spon
sor a Christmas bazaar, 8 a.m. - 2 p.m., at
St. Josaphat's Parish, 5720 State Road.
For more information call (216) 5824362, after 5 p.m.

CHICAGO: Ss. Volodymyr and Olha
Ukrainian Catholic Parish will sponsor
its first annual Christmas arts and crafts
bazaar, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. both days, at the
Ukrainian Cultural Center, 2247 W.
Chicago Ave. For more information call
Christine Sawyn, (312) 942-0804, the
Rev. Myron Panchuk, (312) 942-0320, or
the Cultural Center, (312) 384-6400.

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Institute of
America will host a bilingual poetry
reading by Bohdan Boychuk and transla
tors David Ignatow аііиі Mark Rudman,
on the occasion of the publication of Mr.
Boychuk's book of poems, "Memories of
Love" (in English) by The Sheep Meadow
Press, at 3 p.m. at the UIA, 2 E. 79th St.
For more information call the UIA, (212)
288-8660.

CLEVELAND: An exhibit/sale of art
works from Ukraine, dedicated to the
175th anniversary of Taras Shevchenko's
birth, wilt be held this weekend, noon - 1
p.m. on Saturday, noon - 6 p.m. on
Sunday, at Ss. Volodymyr and Olha
Cultural Center. The exhibit, arranged
by the Trident Group Corporation of
Cleveland, chaired by Leonid Oleksiuk,
will travel to 26 cities throughout North
America. It features oils, graphic art and
watercolors by some of Ukraine's major
artists: Vasyl Lopata of Kiev, Ostap
Patyk of Lviv, Mykola Krynyckyj of
Lviv, Roman Romanyshyn of Lviv, B.
Novakivsky of Lviv, V. Tchebanyk of
Kiev, O. Ivashchenko of Kiev, V. Skubyra of Kiev, A. Bazylevych of Kiev and
others. A limited quantity of the famous
black pottery of Havarehchyna, created
by Marian Matusevych, will be available.
program and his wife; Gloria Paschen,
vice-presidentess of the U k r a i n i a n
National Association and her husband;
Joseph Lesawyer, past president of the
Ukrainian National Association and his
wife, Mary, a well-known soloist.
After liturgy on Sunday, the group
visited the Pittsburgh Ukrainian Festi
val at the University of Pittsburgh. The
weekend was concluded by attending a
concert by Bayda and Hromovytsia.
Walter Bacad, cultural director of the
foundation, will be sending the bro
chure for the video to all colleges and
universities with dance departments.
The distribution of the videos, free-ofcharge, will be the major project of the
foundation for the coming year. Anypne who would like to be a donor to his
or her a l m a m a t e r , should c o n t a c t
Walter Bacad at Box 32, Ferandina
Beach, Fla. 32034.

fuming Ше pages baSZ
(Continued from page 6)
humiliations, and total isolation from the cultural process. But Mr. Zaiyvakha not
only survived, but retained his inherent goodness and warmth, according to Lviv
art collector Yurko Boyko, so evident in his art works.
Mr. Zalyvakha's rehabilitation began slowly with appearances of his name in
several official publications. Ukrainian artist Feodosiy Humeniuk of Leningrad
included the artist's name among the artists he told the newspaper Lenmska Molod
with whom he would like to exhibit. Also, paintings by Mr, Zaiyvakha drew the
highest bids at an art auction in November 1988, which was organized by Shliakh,
an association of young Ukrainian artists and art enthusiasts in Lviv.
It was on the initiative of Shliakh that Mr. Zalyvakha's art work returned to the
public eye in a 43-work solo exhibit, opened December 6, 1988, in Lviv's Museum
of Ethnography and Decorative Art.
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LOS ANGELES: The Ukrainian Art
Center Inc., will hold its 10th annual
Christmas open house, noon-5 p.m. at
the center, 4315 Melrose. Admission is
free, but donations are welcome. The
center will also be offering weekend
workshops on embroidery, bead and foil
. ornament mobiles and pysanky deco
rating. Advance registration is required.
For more information call (213) 6680172.

f

NEWARK, N J . : The Ukrainian Na
tional Association District Committees
of New Jersey will celebrate the 95th
anniversary of the UNA with a jubilee
banquet at 3 p.m. in St. John the Baptist
Ukrainian Catholic School gymnasium.
Donations are SI5. For more infonnation call Andrew Keybida, (201) 7622827.
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Museum
will host a pre-Christmas reception at the
Ukrainian National Home, 140 Second
Ave. at 2 p.m. The program will feature
Volodymyr Waskiw and Petro Luczka of
the Haidamaky bandura ensemble from
Passaic, N.J. There will also be a tradi
tional buffet and Christmas carollers.
Admission is Sf5 for adults, S10 for
members, free for youths under age 21.
For more information call (212) 2280110.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.: Branch 21 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League of
America will sponsor a special program,
featuring presentations by Chrystyna
Nawrockyj and OleniaChervoniak about
their recent visits to Ukraine, including
Ms, Chervoniak's hiking trip across the
Carpathian mountains. There will be
many photos, slides and commentary, as
well as an exhibit, noon-1 p.m. imme
diately preceding Mrs. Nawrockyj's
presentation.
CHICAGO: Ne Zhurys will perform in
concert at 3 p.m. in Roberto Clemente
High School auditorium, 1147 North
Western Ave. Tickets are SI 5 per person.
For more information call Kobza, (416)
253-9314.
December 4
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: Manor Junior
College will host a career night on the
paralegal, liberal arts, early childcareZhuman services career prospects on the
college campus. Fox Chase Road and
Forrest Avenue. For more information
call the admission office, (215) 884-2216.
Dec^nber 5
WARREN, Mich.: Ne Zhurys will per
form in concert at 7 p.m. in the Warren
Woods Middle School, 13400 E. 12th
Mile and Schoenherr. Tickets are S15 per
person. For more inforation call Kobza
International, (416) 253-9314.
December 6
PARMA, Ohio: Ne Zhurys will perform
in concert at 7:30 p.m. in St. Pokrova
Hall, 6810 Broadview Road. Tickets are
SI5. For more information call Kobza,
(416)253-9314.
December 7
BUFFALO, N.Y.: Ne Zhurys will per
form in concert at 7 p.m. in the Ukrai
nian Orthodox Church hall, 200 Como
Park Blvd. Tickets are SI5. For more
information call Kobza, (416) 253-9314.
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: Manor Junior
College will hold a career night on
accounting, business administration,
secretarial (legal, administrative, medi
cal) and court reporting career prospects
on the college campus. Fox Chase Road
and Forrest Avenue. For more informa
tion call the admissions office, (215) 8842216.

December IQ
PARMA, Ohio: The Cleveland Plast
branch will celebrate its 40th anniversary
with a jubilee banquet at 1 p.m.inthehall
of St. Pokrova Church, 6810 Broadview
Road. Admission is S25 per person, SI5
for "yunatstvo" and "novatstvo,'' and S5
for "novatstvo" with parents. For more
information and advance reservations
call (206) 888-4210 or (206) 843-8050.
December 3-29

WARREN, Mich.: Pianist Mykola Suk
from Soviet Ukraine will perform in
concert at 5 p.m. in the Tower High
School auditorium, 27900 Bunert. The
Kiev-born pianist will perform works by
Beethoven, Skoryk, Bartok and Liszt.
Advance tickets are available at Ukrai
nian credit unions in Warren for S15per
person, SI2 for seniors and students.
Tickets may aho be purchased at the
door before the performance. All seats
rwdvA vcd. I he concert is spob^ored by the
Detroit Arts Society.

PHOENIX, Ariz.: The local branch of
the Ukrainian National Women's League
of America will participate in this year's
International Christmas IX, an exhibi
tion of 35 decorated ethnic trees, an
Angel Tree, live music programs and
more, on the indoor concourse of the
Valley Bank Center in downtown Phoe
nix. A Ukrainian tree will be among the
trees displayed daily, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. For
more information call Jo Ann Johnson,
(602)261-1005.

GLASNOSr
Legalize Churches in Ukraine!
For information call (203) 549-2755.

